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SUMMARY

This study deals with the evaluation of the market potential for solar collectors for
residential heating in six European countries which together give a spectrum of the
residential situation and climatic conditions in Western Europe and adjacent parts of
Eastern Europe. These countries - participants of the APAS-project - are from North to
South: Sweden, Denmark, Germany, The Netherlands, Italy and Greece. They have a
total population of about 180 million.

The study is based on statistical information about the population, the state of the
residential buildings, the energy consumption for heating and domestic hot water and
the climatic conditions in different regions collected by the participants in response to a
questionnaire and complemented by other available statistics. The market potential was
determined for solar heating systems supplying domestic hot water and space heating in
small houses and multifamily houses, as well as for central block heating and district
heating systems. Only systems with diurnal storage were taken into account. The
technical potential was derived by analysing the availability of roof areas, including
construction obstacles for implementing solar collectors, such as unfavourable
orientation and shadowing of roofs, or historical city areas. Furthermore, the techno-
economical potential was determined taking into account commercial considerations,
such as the costs of competing rational energy sources, including cogeneration or other
low cost energy sources, where applicable. We refer to this techno-economical
potential briefly as the "net" solar market potential.

Regarding the market development we assumed in accordance with our expectations
that the solar costs will decrease by 30 to 50% (depending on country and type of
system) with increasing production volume and that the market will increase by
30%/year during the next ten years, stimulated by both growing prices of fossil energy
and electricity and by public financial support in an initial phase. In our study we have
assumed that very soon an open European solar heating market will develop and prices
in different countries will harmonise.

It was found that there exists a commercial solar energy market in Greece for small
systems and that the market could be nearly commercial in Italy. In the other countries
the market must be stimulated by subsidies in order to take-off. The total net potential
for solar collectors in the six countries was found to be about 100 Mm2 for small
systems and 60 Mm2 for large systems (systems for multifamily houses and block- and
district heating). The corresponding potential (replacing mainly fossil fuel) is about 70
TWh/year. The break-down per country and system is shown hi the Table on the next
page.

In a very rough manner it can be stated that the net solar collector market potential is
about 1 m2 per inhabitant hi Northern and Central Europe and 0,5 m2 per inhabitant in
Southern Europe. Based on this relation it is possible to estimate the market potential
for the countries within EU to be about 250 to 400 Mm2 solar collectors, i. e. large
enough to motivate the industrial manufacturing of solar collectors in highly automated
production lines. This kind of production is considered to be necessary to decrease the

ui
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solar heating costs toward the cost goals of about 300 ECU/m2 for small systems and
150 ECU/m2 for large systems (systems costs including diurnal storage).

Although systems for seasonal storage were not included in our analysis, it is probable
that these systems will increase the net market potential by a factors 2 to 3. However,
due to today's high costs of seasonal storages, a strong program for the further
development of storage techniques must be promoted.

Market Potential summary

APAS - Large-scale Solar Heating Systems - Market Potential
Technical Potential for Solar Collectors in six European countries

Smalt Houses
DHW
DHWS
Expansion 1995- 2015

Multlfamlly buildings
Existing buildings
Expansion 1995-2015

Central Systems
Block Centrals
Distnct heating
Expansion 1995-2015

Total potential market
2015

Small systems
Large systems

Sweden
Mm 1

1 86
1.92
0.48

1.29
0 12

0.90
0.81
0.04

4.26
3.16

TWh/yr

0 65
0 44
0 15

0 43
0 04

0.32
0.29
0.01

1.25
1.11

Denmark
Mm'

0 5 4
0.35
0.21

0.36
0.15

2.76
1.50
0.24

1.10
5.01

TWh/yr

0.21
0 09
0 08

0 14
0 06

1.10
0 60
0 11

0.38
2.01

Germany
Mm1

22 14
22 77
9 31

9 65
4 20

6.56
2 9 4
8 7 9

54.22
32.14

TWh/yr

9 30
6 83
3 69

3 9)
1 87

2.89
1.29
4 25

19.82
14.21

The Netherlands
Mm'

808

3 5 2

1.30
0 4 3

0 0 9
0 0 5
0.36

11.60
2.23

TWh/yr

3.31
0.00
1.36

0 52
0.19

0 04
0.02
0.16

4.67
0.93

Italy
Mm1

10 44
8 70
1 37

6 34
1.03

3 18
0 0 4
4.26

20.51
14.87

TWh/yr

6 26
3 92
0 79

3 90
0 70

2 00
002
2 9 7

10.97
9.59

Greece
Mm'

3 45

0 68

0S7
0 20

0 04
0 0 0
0 42

4.13
1.63

TWh/yr

2 17
0 00
0 42

0 63
0 14

002
0 00
0 30

2.60
1.10

Sum
Mm1

46.51
33.74
15.57

19.91
6.14

13.52
5.34

14.13

95.82
59.04

TWh/yr

21.91
11.28
6.49

9.52
3.01

6.38
2.23
7.81

39.68
28.94

IV
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ABBREVIATIONS

The following abbreviations are used in the report:

DHW System for preparation of domestic hot water

DHWS System for domestic hot water and space heating

BCDH Block central heating station and district heating system

EXCHANGE RATES

Exchange rates between the Swedish Krone and other currencies involved in this study
change drastically under 1995. In this study we used following exchange rates between
ECU and local currencies:

Sweden:

Denmark

Germany

The Netherlands: 1 ECU

Italy

Greec

1 ECU =

1 ECU =

1 ECU =

1 ECU =

1 ECU =

1 ECU =

9 SEK

7, 5 DKR

1,8 DEM

2,25 HFL

2200 LIT

270 DRA

PDT1-3 rinr
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The market potential for solar heating plants in
some European countries

1. Background

This study was carried out as part of the APAS - RENA project CT94-0057 (DG 12
WSME) initiated by the European Community with the objective to investigate and
demonstrate the feasibility of large-scale solar heating applications in European
countries. The main goal of the project is to give examples from existing projects
suitable to be considered as reference projects, to describe the market potential for
solar heating plants and to identify tasks for further technological development to-
wards a highly industrial production of solar collectors.

As a result of these studies, it is also planned to prepare a joint European R&D
Proposal including strategies for the implementation in European countries with the
final goal of demonstrating large-scale solar applications suitable for European
urban environments.

Six European countries participated in the project and the results presented in this
study are based on information received from co-operating partners in the following
countries: Denmark, Germany, Greece, Italy, The Netherlands and Sweden.

This study deals with the question of market potential and the interaction of techno-
logical development, possible cost development and market development for solar
heating systems. Because solar heat production must be introduced in competition with
fuels which are relatively cheap today such as fossil fuels, biomass or low-rate summer
season electricity, the market penetration of solar heating plants will be highly related
to solar system sales prices and thus collector production costs. It is possible to reduce
the costs of solar collectors by simply applying fully industrialised production methods
rather than today's workshop based manufacturing methods. Hence this study attempts
to estimate the market potential of solar heating plants if applied on a large scale,
serving both small houses and multifamily residential buildings as well as district
heating systems and block heating systems.

2. Introduction

2. 1 Today's market

In-spite of two decades of R&D on solar energy the solar market in the EC countries is
very limited and mainly restricted to the application to small houses. There are many
reasons for that, but the following are particularly important:

Low costs of fossil fuels

POT56HZ.DOC - 1 - 15.3.1966
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- Low annual coverage in the Central and Northern Europe for systems without
seasonal storage

- Lack of industrial manufacturing methods for solar collectors because of low
market (catch-22 dilemma)

Large-scale systems have been mostly demonstrated in Northern countries and recently
in Germany, i e. in countries with longer traditions on centralised residential heating
systems. Such systems can supply heat directly to multifamily residential buildings or,
as it has been demonstrated in Scandinavia, to centralised block heating or district
heating systems (see also ref. Dalenback, Large-scale Solar Heating Systems, 1995).

The existing market for solar collectors hi some European countries according to
(Mangold, 1995) is depicted hi Fig. 2.1. The Figure shows estimates of annual sales and
accumulated installed collectors. It can be seen that even hi most of the Southern
European countries the amount of installed solar collectors is unrationally lew. An
exception is Greece with a relatively large amount (ca 2 000 000 m2) of solar collectors
installed. One of the reasons are relatively high domestic energy prices and high solar
irradiation levels (see also chpt. 10.4 for further description of the market hi Greece).
Furthermore the annual solar fraction (percentage of energy which can be covered by
solar energy) is relatively high hi Greece. Solar heating systems with a diurnal storage
ca produce about 30 - 50 % of the annual energy for both DHW and heating can be
produced by solar, the corresponding value hi Central Europe is about 10 - 20% (see
Figure 2.2). The favourable climate hi Southern countries allows the use of relatively
simple and inexpensive auxiliary systems. Other example of countries with a large
number of collectors installed are Turkey and Israel. Both have climatic conditions and
energy price levels similar to Greece.

S ANNUAL SALE 1993

• ACCUMULATED COLLECTORS/10

ES

Figure 2.1: Solar collector market iu different countries (accumulated values are
divided by 10.

POT56HZ.DOC - 2 - 15.3.1966
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In Northern and Central Europe, solar heating systems can only compete on a marginal
market. The conventional energy equipment will operate during times of large demand
of both heat and warm water and must therefore be sized according to the maximum
power demand during the winter. The solar energy is replacing for the most only fuel
costs of the energy replaced during sunny hours and no capital charges. For this reason
solar heating systems with diurnal storage had hard to find its way into broad use.

On the other hand, the summer heat load in most European countries
domestic hot water (DHW). As the DHW load is intermittent, the
DHW production in many combustion boilers is rather poor, often as
boilers. Solar energy systems avoid this inefficient use of fossil fuels
very often compete on this special market. That means that also
Central European countries, solar heated DHW systems can be found
environmentally rather attractive, providing an annual solar fraction
80% depending on climatic conditions.

consists mainly of
efficiency of sole
low as 30% in old
and can therefore
in Northern and

economically and
for DHW of 60 -

30.00 T

25.00

20.00

15.00

10.00

5.00

0.00

Load Sweden

Load Greece

•• — Solar prod. 0,5 mJ Sweden

Solar prod. 0,15 m1 Greece

Jan Feb Mar Apr Maj Jun Jul Aug Sep Okt Nov Dec

Figure 2.2: Solar heat production for 1 m2 living area and load profile for Sweden
and Greece. 0,15 m2 collector deliver 30 % of the heat demand per m2

living area in Greece, whereas in Sweden one needs 0,5 m2 collector for
supplying 10% of the load.

2.1 Assumptions for this study.

The main purpose of this study is to investigate the potential of large-scale solar
heating plants for residential applications. Although our study deals in the first place
with large-scale applications, we include in the potential study also the potential for

POT56HZ.DOC - 3 - 15.3.1966
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systems on small houses, i. e. houses with 1 - 4 flats. There are good reasons for doing
so.

Firstly we have seen that there is a strong connection between small and large systems.
Companies gaining experience with small systems can use this experience for
manufacturing even systems for large-scale applications whenever the market becomes
mature for this. Producers of solar collectors can start their production with modules
suitable for small system and expand production later-on toward large-scale
applications, very often using the same components. Hence the cost learning curve for
large-scale collector systems will be linked to the quantities produced for small house
applications and the large-scale market will profit from the small system market (and
vice versa).

Secondly we believe that the market penetration of small systems will have a positive
influence on the market development of large-scale systems. The reason is that the
success of small scale application will affect general attitudes and thereby generate a
positive feed-back on the market penetration of other applications, in this case large-
scale solar heating.

We have therefore based the market potential study on some key data gathered in the
six participating countries for the following systems:

Small houses

Multifamily residential buildings

Centralised heating systems
(block- and district heating systems).

POT56HZ.DOC - 4 - 15.3.1966
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The principal interest of the study is restricted to residential applications. Therefore
the large potential of solar heating systems for commercial and industrial buildings has
not been investigated. However, there is one exception from that concerning block- and
district heating applications. In these applications heat is distributed by means of a
piping systems to a variety of buildings with different types of consumers, i. e.
residential, commercial, governmental, social and industrial and others. These systems
are defined rather by a load profile than by characteristic quantities of house heating
and DHW demand. The load includes many different types of consumers as weli as heat
losses from the piping network (which can be an appreciable part of distributed energy
during summer time).

Systems with diurnal storage only are investigated. For reasons of economy further
explained in section 11., only systems which short term storage (i. e. storages which
can provide heat for one or two of days without to be recharged) are considered. Solar
heating systems with seasonal storage (CSHPSS) have been investigated and
demonstrated since about 15 years, and useful concepts are under demonstration or
planned. However, it is our opinion that is not possible for the moment to make any
reliable account of the market development of seasonal storage systems. But we believe
that a powerful R&D program can change this situation very rapidly.

POT56HZ.DOC - 5 - 15.3.1966
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3. Questionnaire

In order to collect information from the individual countries we elaborated a
questionnaire with the intention to get detailed answers about buildings and their heat
supply from so many countries as possible. The main items are (see Appendix E):
Population, climate, building statistics, energy consumption, heat supply, heating
systems, energy prices, obstacles, energy polices and market potential. Those items have
been broken down to details we judged to be necessary for getting as detailed
information as possible to derive a market potential.

The answers were analysed taking into accounts the tradition of house construction and
heat supply of each country and the development of other energy systems such as district
heating, nuclear energy, use of fossil fuels at one hand and the status of the residential
sector on the other hand. Physical barriers for applications of solar heating systems in
areas with different population densities were considered as well as tactical barriers such
as the development of competing energy systems, f. i. small scale cogeneration plants.
Renovation of houses and new residential construction were considered to be a special
driving force for introduction of solar energy systems.

Further aspects of the questionnaires are:

- Only residential buildings are treated (that means service buildings, commercial,
offices and industries are not included).

- Systems with seasonal storage are not included because of lack of an economical
solutions for storages (se chapter 11).

- The analysed systems are for

Small houses (domestic hot water DHW and combined domestic hot water and
space heating systems, DHWS)

- Multi family buildings (DHW and DHWS)

Block heating systems

District heating systems

It turned out that the content and the confidence of the responses varied widely from
country to country. In many cases we had to use own recherche or just make
reasonable guesses. This holds especially for the information about the abundance of
and heat supply to block heating systems. But in general, the participants of the project
in the co-operating countries tried to give their best for completing the form and the
answers offered a very good basis information for the study. We think therefore that the
estimates behind the figures are fair enough for making conclusions about the overall
market potential which anyhow has a relative large error margin because of subjective
factors (for instance about barriers, obstacles, cost development and so on) biasing the
results.

POT56HZ.DOC - 6 - 15.3.1966
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4. Statistics

4.1 Climate and solar energy production

The countries participating in this project represent a wide scale of climates: From
North European Scandinavian climate to South European. In the Northern countries the
production of solar energy is low during the winter whilst the energy demand for
domestic heating is high. In the Southern countries the production of solar energy is
more or less constant all year round and the need of domestic heating is much lower
than in the north. As a result, the annual solar fraction with diurnal storage will be
much higher in Southern Europe than in Northern Europe, and the specific solar energy
production in the South is about twice of that in the North (see Table 9.3). Figure 4.1
summarises the basic climatic conditions for the investigated countries.

Climate

30001

2500

2000

Aver. glob. hor. solar rad.
|kWh/m!|

i~\ i 3 Aver, sunshine hours |hl

04-
NL GR

Figure 4.1: Annual solar radiation and sunshine hours in the countries of this study

4.2 Building information

The information collected covers all type of residential buildings, multifamily houses as
well as small houses, Information is given such as: Specific living area and the total
number of living area and number of flats in both single family houses as well as
multifamily houses. Furthermore, information about the age of buildings, the rate of
new building production, total roof area and buildings with inclined roof respectively
with flat roof were gathered. The information was used to evaluate the energy demand
and the availability of surfaces for mounting solar collectors on the buildings. Detailed
data can be found in Appendix A and B. In Table 4.1 basic data about population and
housing conditions for the six countries in the study are presented.

POT56HZ.DOC - 7 - 15.3.1966
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Table 4.1: Population, Living area in (Mill.in2) and amount of living units for the
countries of this study

Sweden

Denmark

Germany

The
Netherlands

Italy

Greece

Population

Millions

8,7

5,2

80,6

15,2

56,9

10,3

Multifamily houses

Mm2

176

72

1147

97

660

80

Mill, units

2,1

0,9

17,4

1,2

11

1

Small houses

Mm2

275

176

1583

370

800

180

Mill, units

1,9

1,4

14,9

4.6

8

1.5

4.3 Energy requirements for heating and domestic hot water

Energy demand is different for different countries and regions. Present energy systems
are adapted to the climate and density of population as well as to traditions of energy
use. The specific energy consumption per capita is highest in Central Europe,
surprisingly low in Northern countries and even lower due to favourable climate in
Southern Europe, see Figure, 4.2.

Specific energy supply

250

200

- 150 - j

- 100

50 4

DHW

Space heating
Li Small house

LI Mult. fam. buildings

DK NL GR

Figure 4.2: Specific net energy consumption per m2 living area for space heating and
domestic hot water in the investigate countries.
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It can be expected that in Central Europe in the next years the energy standard of
buildings will undergo a rapid improvement. This fact is believed to facilitate the
introduction of solar energy systems, which in such a situation will only be a minor pan
of a building improvement program for reducing the energy needs in buildings. Similar
programs have been performed in the past in Northern countries, but without to include
solar energy.

With the specific consumption per m2 living area shown in Figure 4.2, the total net
energy consumption for residential buildings can be derived as shown in Figure 4.3.

Total energy supply

§S Small house

D Mult. fam. buildings

DK NL GR

Figure 4.3: Total Energy supply for residential buildings according to the
questionnaires.

It can be seen that Germany has a very large part of the total energy consumption
among the investigated countries. However, the mixture of the investigated countries to
the North, to Central Europe and to the South corresponds fairly well to the situation
for all European countries. This fact is used in chapter 8. for making some general
conclusions about the solar Energy market for whole Europe.

The type of heat supply varies quite a lot from country to country, it is in more detail
described in the chapters 5. to 7. and in Appendices A and B. In general terms it can be
said that district and block heating is widely used in Sweden and Denmark, at least for
multifamily residential buildings. The remaining dominating part is electricity in Sweden
and oil/gas in Denmark. Germany has also an appreciable amount of centralised heating
systems in use, contributing about 15 % of all supplied energy for residential buildings.
But the dominating energy is, as it is the case in the other countries, provided by gas or
oil.

POT56HZ.DOC - 9 - 15.3.1966
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5. The Technical Potential for large systems for multifamily buildings

In the following, the evaluation procedure for determining the technical potential of
large installations on multifamily buildings is described. A more detailed calculus with
the basic statistic information can be found in Appendix A. The technical potential for
the different types of systems is summarised in Table 7.1 at the end of chapter 7.9.

5.1 Amount of buildings and dwellings

The starting information needed to be known for the further analysis of the different
countries were building statistics. From the Questionnaire (Appendix E) and other
Sources (EES statistics, 1994) we got the total area of dwellings in residential
buildings, the average living area per dwelling and average energy consumption per
m2 of the residential buildings. Based on that, the number of dwellings, the total
energy consumption and the average energy consumption per year and per dwelling
were computed.

The supplied energy for each country were also found in the questionnaires and was
divided into three main groups: District heating systems, central block heating and
individual house systems. That allowed us to calculate the number of dwelling served
by individual house heating systems and what the main source of energy is (oil, gas or
electricity).

Residential buildings are either heated individually or connected to district heating and
block heating plants. These latter types of centralized systems do also deliver energy to
other consumers than residential buildings (i.e. hospitals, shopping centres, industries).
This is further treated in chapter 7.

5.2 Is enough roof area available ?

In most of the cases the total roof area was available in the questionnaire, but for some
countries we had to guess, when the answer of the questionnaire wasn't reliable, the
guesses were made considering the local building style and the living area. Furthermore,
we wanted to know which part of the total roof area were suitable to be used for solar
collectors.

We observed three kind of obstacles:

1) The roof can't be furnished with collectors because of public protective measures
(i.e. historical buildings, old cities ...) The values given in the questionnaire
varied typically between 5 and 10 %.

2) The roof is oriented so that it receives solar radiation only during part of the day
(typically 40 - 50 %).

3) The buildings are placed so that other buildings are shadowing their roofs
(typically 30 - 40%).

From that information one could calculate the percentage of the total buildings which
can serve for mounting solar collector systems. The corresponding roof area was also
calculated.
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It was found that in general the size of the available roof surface is not a limiting
factor for the application of solar energy with diurnal storage.

5.3 The technical potential for systems for multifamily buildings

The next part of the evaluation procedure was to determine the existing technical
potential. The necessary collector size (DHW and DHWS) for the different countries
were determined from the questionnaire and from our own experiences. For some
countries we calculated the suitable size of installation and its solar heat output by
means of F-chart or MINSUN programs.

The different systems (domestic hot water - DHW and domestic hot water and space
heating - DHWS, respectively) have different profitability hi the six countries due to
different climatic conditions. Table 5.1 shows the specific production in the various
countries.

Table 5.1: Specific solar energy production based on the differences in the climate in
different countries for different types of systems: T = today, D = deve-
loped systems

Specific
production

kWh/m2

DHW small
houses

DHWS small
houses

DHW mult. 1am.
houses

DHWS mult,
fam. houses

Block heating

District heating

Sweden

Today

350

230

400

270

360

360

Devel.

420

276

480

324

432

432

Denmark

T

390

270

440

310

400

400

D

468

324

528

372

480

480

Germany

T

420

300

470

340

440

440

D

504

360

564

408

528

528

The Nether-
lands

T

410

290

460

330

420

420

D

492

348

552

396

504

504

Italy

T

600

450

690

540

630

630

D

720

540

828

648

756

756

Greece

T

630

500

720

580

650

650

D

756

600

864

696

780

780

We now do have enough data for calculating the current technical potential. The
potential is calculated from the numbers of dwellings connected to individual house
heating systems, the kind of systems (a mix between DHW and DHWS) and the average
size of the systems. Finally the annual solar energy based on this potential is calculated.
For some countries, the calculations of the potential were made separately for systems
that use electricity and oil.
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5.4 Market development

In the next step, an estimate was made about the possible expansion of the market due
to the construction of new systems. We estimated the average of construction activities
during the last 5 years. For this case we also assumed that the new houses will have a
lower energy consumption since they are built according to new standards. The
obstacles will also be lower since it is possible to build new houses that are better
adjusted for solar collectors. From utilities we have also got information about how
they look on the possibilities of new areas connected to block and district heating.
These informations enable us to calculate the number of new dwellings that will be able
to have solar collectors.

The solar collectors are expected to be more efficient in the future which means that the
collector area per dwelling will decrease. Hence it was possible to calculate the
potential for solar collectors based on new buildings. This expanding market is added to
the existing market by presuming that the market will increase with a constant annual
rate during the next twenty years.

Renovation of buildings will play an important role for the kick-off of the market
development. The renovation potential is of course included in the total potential of
existing buildings, but the rate of renovation will present a very important part of the
initial solar energy market. It might be easier to convince house owners to install solar
collectors in the course of general renovation of the house and it's energy system. For
this reason, the renovation potential, based on an annual renovation rate of 2 % of the
living areas, is summarised in Table 5.2. This potential might be considered as to be
conservatively low.

Table 5.2: The solar market (m2 solar collectors per year) based on the renovation
potential in each country. Annual renovation rate 2% of living units.

Sweden

Denmark

Germany

The Netherlands

Italy

Greece

Total

Small houses

m2

95 000

18 000

730 000

162 000

383 000

70 000

/ 458 000

Mult. fam.
houses

m2

88 000

5 000

260 000

20 000

121 000

18 000

512 000

Total

m2

180 000

40 000

980 000

180 000

500 000

90 000

/ 970 000
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5.5 Description of the participating countries

5.5.1 Sweden

The populated areas are essentially situated in the South of Sweden and along the
Baltic coast. The number of multifamily dwellings in Sweden is a little larger than the
number of small houses. The total living area of the Swedish multifamily dwellings is
one of the highest among the six countries. In spite of the powerful insulation of the
Swedish houses, the energy consumption per m2 is large. The main cause of this is the
hard climate. The energy consumption per dwelling is the largest among the six
countries.

The Swedish multifamily dwellings are in the first hand receiving their heat from district
heating. The remaining part is heated by oil or electricity. Therefore the number of
systems with individual collectors on multifamily houses is not particularly large. The
traditional building style, with inclined roofs, brings the roof surface to be about 0.3
times the living area. The physical obstacles for placing solar collectors are estimated
to be about 65%, which means that one third of the dwellings can according to our
estimates be provided with solar heat.

The system size required in Sweden is - due to the climatic conditions and a large warm
water consumption - the biggest among the six countries. This results in a technical
potential of 1.3 mill m2. The dominating fuel to be replaced is oil. We did not consider
that it is worthwhile to replace electrical heated systems in the next time.

There is a very weak new production of multifamily dwellings in Sweden, comparable
with that of Denmark. The way of house constructions in Sweden causes the physical
obstacles to be as big as 50 % - mostly due to unsuitable orientation, even though the
houses will be adjusted in larger extent to fit solar collectors. Block and district heating
will also be connected to the houses rather frequently. Hence we assume that only 10 %
of the new built dwellings will be connected to individual house systems. This does
result in the lowest potential increase of 5800 mVyear among all countries participating
in this investigation.

5.5.2 Denmark

Denmark has almost 1.5 times as many small houses as dwellings in multifamily houses.
The dwellings are somewhat smaller than in Sweden. They are even so small that the
total living area in Denmark is the smallest among the six investigated countries. The
Danish systems are mainly getting their energy from district heating and block heating
systems. The part with individual house systems is mostly using oil or gas, but
electricity and biofuels are used too. That makes Denmark to have the lowest number
of individually heated dwellings suitable for solar energy among the six countries.

The Danish multifamily houses have few storeys and inclined roofs. That brings the roof
area to be about half the living area. The total amount of physical obstacles is estimated
to be the same than for Sweden, i.e. about 65 %. The Danish houses will use DHW as
well as DHWS. The necessary collector areas are somewhat smaller than in Sweden,
since Denmark has more solar radiation and a warmer climate. This does result in a
potential of about 0.4 mill nr.
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The new production of rnultifamily dwellings is somewhat smaller than for Sweden. The
new units will have less living area than today. Totally about 12 % of the new built
dwellings are expected to be provided with solar collectors. The corresponding annual
growing potential is 7020 in2. Which is somewhat more than the estimated potential
grow rate in Sweden.

5.5.3 Germany

Germany is the biggest country of the six examined and does also have the biggest total
living area. The living units are dominated by small houses. The average dwelling size
in Germany is 66 m2. However, the specific energy consumption per m2 is bigger than
that for Sweden and the highest among the six countries.

60 % of the German multifamily houses use individual house heating systems. 2/3 of
those are central heated and the remaining third use stoves. Stoves are widely used in
former DDR, but will be replaced soon. The roofs in Germany are for the most inclined.
Considering the German building situation, we assume that the roof area is somewhat
bigger than half of the living area. In Germany the total percentage of obstacles is
estimated to 70%, i. e. only 30% of the dwellings can be heated by individual solar
heating systems.

The systems required are only somewhat smaller than the systems for Sweden. This
reflects that the fact that buildings in Germany have lower building insulation but
experience a warmer climate than Sweden. DHW and DHWS are used in the same
extent as in Denmark. This brings the existing potential to be 9 mill m2. The potential is
supposed to replace mainly fossil heated systems.

The new production of dwellings in Germany is even bigger than the sum of the
production in the other countries. The dwellings are similar in size with the Danish and
will be connected to district and block heating, but not as much as in Sweden and
Denmark. That brings Germany to be able to connect the entire amount of 39% of the
new built dwellings to individually heated systems, resulting in a large new construction
potential of roughly 0.2 mill m2 per year.

5.5.4 The Netherlands

The Netherlands have almost 3 times as much small houses as number of dwellings in
multifamily houses. The Dutch dwellings are the smallest among the examined, but the
energy consumption per m2 is almost as big as the energy consumption in Sweden. The
main reason for that is the lower insulation standard of especially the existing building
stock. (This observation holds for most of Europe and was noted by a study carried out
by EEA SH&C, Task XIII: The energy consumption per m2 is similar in many countries
in spite of different climates).

The Dutch dwellings are getting their energy for the most from a gas net. Hence
individual house systems or individual heating of each dwelling separately is quite
common. A small size of the dwellings makes the roof surface small too. It is even the
smallest one in the investigation. For the Netherlands we did not consider that it is
worthwhile to make DHWS systems. The total potential is estimated to be 1.3 mill m2.
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The new production holds about midway between the production in Denmark and the
production in Italy. But the houses will not make use of block and district heating in the
same extension as in Sweden. This means that 30 % of the new built dwellings will be
able to be connected to solar collectors. The corresponding potential for the developing
market is about 20 000 nr/yr.

5.5.5 Italy

The number of small houses in Italy is a little lower than the number of dwellings in
multifamily houses. The Italian dwellings are the smallest among the six countries. The
need for space heating in Southern Italy differs quite a lot from that in the Alps region
in Northern Italy, hence there is a very large spread throughout the country. The Italian
dwellings are mainly getting their energy from gas or oil.

Considering the Italian building construction we assume that the roof area is a third of
the living area. The obstacles for using collectors are estimated to be very high, almost
80 %. Both DHW and DHWS system are supposed to be built in Italy. The potential is
with ca. 6,3 million m2 the second biggest potential among the six countries. It is
dominated by the possibility to replace fossil fuel (gas or oil).

We assume that the new production of dwellings in Italy will in the average result in
somewhat larger apartments than it is the case today. The new houses are expected to
make better use of the roofs compared with the existing buildings. Some of them will
also be connected to district and block heating, but not so frequently as the houses in
the Northern countries. Block heating will be used more than district heating. That
means that one is able to connect up to 35% of the new dwellings to individual house
system with solar collectors. The potential for collectors on new houses is therefore
almost 50 000 mr/year.

5.5.6 Greece

The number of dwellings and the average dwelling size are somewhat bigger than that
of Denmark. The warm climate in Greece makes the energy consumption low. The
little energy that is required does mostly come from house systems, which almost
exclusively are oil systems.

Most of the Greek houses have flat roofs, which makes the obstacles relatively low.
Solar heating systems can be installed for roughly half of the number of living units.
The warm climate makes the need of DHWS unnecessary. The size of DHW systems is
somewhat smaller than that for Italy. This results in a potential of about 1 mill m2. That
is smaller than for Sweden and The Netherlands.

The new production of dwellings is comparably (low) with the new production in
Denmark. The houses will also in the future not use much district heating, but it can be
expected that the number of block heating systems will increase. This means that 48 %
of the new dwellings will be able to use solar collector equipped house heating systems
The new production of dwellings is judged not to be very large, therefore the potential
for new houses will only be about 10 000 nvVyear. However, as shown later in chapter
9. Greece has a very good market position with a large portion of the solar heating
market being already economical today.
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6. The Technical Potential for systems for small houses

The complete calculus and basic statistic information can be found in Appendix B
The technical potential for the different types of systems is summarised in Table 7. i at
the end of chapter 7.9.

6.1 Buildings statistics

The statistics is evaluated in an analogue way as shown in chapter 5. for multifamily
buildings. Appendix B shows an identical calculus for small houses as discussed for
multifamily residential buildings. The supplied energy, the technical potential for small
houses and the developing market are treated on a similar way. However some
comments are useful regarding the conditions in the individual countries.

6.2 Description of the participating countries

6.2.1 Sweden

The number of small houses in Sweden is somewhat smaller than the number of the
dwellings in multifamily houses. The most populated areas are essentially situated in the
south of Sweden and along the Baltic coast. The specific living area of the Swedish
small houses is the biggest among the six countries. In spite of the hard climate in
Sweden the energy consumption is not very large. The main reason of this is a very high
insulation standard of the electrically heated houses.

The small houses are for the most heated by individual house heating systems. The
supply is dominated by electricity and biomass and complemented with oil.
The majority of the houses are two-storey houses with inclined roofs. That brings the
roof surface to be smaller than the mean living area. The physical obstacles are
estimated to 55% and hence lower than for multifamily houses.

The system size requirements in Sweden are the biggest among the six countries; the
reason for that is partially to be seen in the climatic conditions, partially also the result
of a relatively high DHW consumption. We assume that a major part of the systems
(70%) will be DHW systems, the remaining part will serve for both hot water and space
heating (DHWS) applications.

The new production of small houses is equal in size with Denmark's new production.
Physical obstacles are taken into account with 50%. The small houses in Sweden won't
be connected to block and district heating as much as the Danish houses. This makes
the potential for new houses in Sweden to be twice as large as the Danish one.
Anyhow, the rate of new construction is very low and hence the potential of new
collectors for new systems is calculated to ca 25 000 nrVyear.
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6.2.2 Denmark

Denmark has almost 1.5 times as much small houses as numbers of dwellings in
multifamily houses. The total living area in Denmark is the lowest among the six
countries. But the average size per dwelling is after Sweden the second biggest. The
energy consumption per m2 is the lowest but one in the investigation. The large living
area brings however the total energy consumption to be about one of the largest among
the six countries.

The Danish houses are mainly getting their energy from block heating. The part with
house systems does mostly use oil. The majority of the houses are one-storey houses
with inclined roof. This results in a roof area of about the same size as the living area.
The physical obstacles are determined to be about 55%. The size of the solar heating
systems are similar to that in Sweden. The potential is derived to 0.88 mill, m2, mainly
replacing gas or oil.

The new production of small houses in Denmark is found to be similar in size with the
new production in Sweden. More houses in Denmark are and will be connected to
block and district heating. The physical obstacles are on the other hand less than in
Sweden. This makes the potential of systems for new buildings to be about 10 000
m2/year. That is lower than half of the corresponding potential in Sweden.

6.2.3 Germany

Germany is the most populated country in the investigation and does also have the
largest accumulated living area. Flats in small houses are dominating. The average unit
size of small houses in Germany is close to the average size for the investigation. The
German houses are less insulated than the houses in the Nordic countries, resulting in
the highest specific energy consumption among the six countries. Small houses do
mostly use individual house heating systems. 2/3 of them are oil or gas heated and the
remaining 1/3 do have coal stoves, mostly used in the eastern parts of the country.

The roofs of small houses in German are for the most inclined. The physical obstacles
do amount to 55%. DHW as well as DHWS are assumed to be used to the same extent
as in Sweden. The potential for system on small houses is bigger than the sum of the
potential of all the other investigated countries.

The new production of small houses is also the biggest in the investigation. The living
area is supposed to be the same as today. The houses will quite frequently be connected
to block heating. But remaining 42% of the houses present the potential for solar
energy applications. This gives us a potential of 0.44 mill, m2 per year on new houses.

6.2.4 The Neth erlan ds

The number of homes in small houses is almost 3 times as much as in multifamily
houses. In the Netherlands we find the smallest unit sizes per dwelling from all
investigated countries. The total energy consumption for house heating is still rather
high, comparable to that of Germany. The small houses hi The Netherlands are for the
most heated by gas using radiator systems. Because of the small size of DHW systems,
the physical obstacles are estimated to limit the potential with not more than 50%.
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Combined hot water and space heating are considered as not having a large potential
and are neglected in this study. The existing potential is 8 mill m2.

The new production of small houses in the Netherlands is reported to be relatively
large. The flats are supposed to continue to be relatively small. The country will also
use block and district heating to a limited extent in the future. We think it will be
possible to provide entirely 60% of the new small houses with solar heating systems.
This makes the potential for the developed market to be 168 000 m2/yr. This is the
second best growing rate of the market potential in our investigation.

6.2.5 Italy

The number of small houses in Italy is less than the number of dwellings in multifamily
houses. They are almost equal in size with the German small houses. The specific
energy consumption is relatively low. Most of the small houses are individually heated
by oil, but electricity is also used. The physical obstacles are estimated to be only 45%.
The potential is the second largest potential among the six countries. It is dominated by
the possibility to replace oil and gas.

We suppose that the new production of small houses in Italy will be a little larger than
the small house production in Greece. The new houses will be equal in size with the
houses of today. Systems can be formed as systems for DHW or for DHWS. The major
part of the systems will be individually heating, but we think that also an increased
amount of block heating systems will be actual in the future.

6.2.6 Greece

The total living area, the number of living units and the average unit size in Greece are
similar to that of Denmark. The number of small houses in Greece is 1.5 times the
number of dwellings in multifamily houses. The climate in Greece results in a low
energy demand. The energy consumption is almost half the Danish.

Most of the houses in Greece have flat roofs. Considering the architecture we do
suppose that the roof area is 2/3 of the living area. The physical obstacles for small
houses are estimated to be quite low, approximately 20%, resulting in an net amount of
77% of small houses which can be supplied with solar collectors. The market is already
well developed for DHW systems. Hence we think that this will be the dominating type
of systems to be built in Greece. This gives a potential of 3.4 mill m2 collectors, about
the same as for Sweden.

There exists also a well established new house production in Greece. Physical obstacles
for DHW systems are considered to be low, hence about 72% of the new production
are estimated to be accessible for solar heating systems. The corresponding potential is
32 000 m2 solar collectors per year.
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7 The technical potentials for solar district heating and block
heating systems

7.1 General

7. /. 1. District heating systems

All of the countries considered; except Greece, have district heating systems
responsible for a significant part of the space heating demand. This market is expected
to grow further during the coming decades. Greece expects a small district heating
market to be established in the long term.

The best prospect for solar production plants for these systems consists of plants with
daily heat storage, for which the collectors and storages are dimensioned so that they
can meet the entire heat demand on sunny summer days. With that limitation, the solar
plants can technically meet between 10% and about 25% of the heat demand,
depending on climate (Southern countries having a longer solar heat production
season), load density (low load densities increasing losses, and therefore summer heat
demand) and the proportion of residential customers (which affects all year round
domestic hot water demand). In the long term, even higher solar heat fractions are
estimated to be achievable due to improved competitivity which makes some over-
dimensioning economic (12% to 30%).

As there are a limited number of district heating enterprises in each country, with a
common association, good statistics are available. The Tables C 1 and C2 in Appendix C
summarises available statistics and projections for future heat demands and fuel mixes
for the countries concerned, and describes our predictions on the technical and net
potential for solar heat production for these systems. Further information is available
from the calculus in Appendix A.

7.1.2 Block heating systems

All the countries considered have also block heating stations supplying large buildings
or a number of buildings or houses connected to one common piping system. In this
report, we consider only the block heating systems which serve the residential sector
(buildings or groups of houses), and which therefore have a relatively high fractional all
year round domestic hot water demand. This makes it possible for solar production
plants dimensioned to meet the entire heat demand on sunny summer days to produce a
somewhat higher fraction of annual heat demand than is the case for district heating
systems serving a mixture of residential, commercial and industrial consumers. We
judge that this solar heat fraction will vary from 15% (Sweden) to 50% (Greece) in
long term, depending on climate and load density of any distribution system involved

Less information is available on these block heating stations than for district heating
systems, as there are many different owners, and no common authority with
responsibility to keep the records. We summarise in C2 in Appendix C the information
we have been able to collect on these stations, and our predictions of solar heat based
on this information.
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7.1.3 The commercial competition for solar heat on these systems
and net solar heat potential

As solar collectors produce most of their energy during the warm period of the year,
whilst the required production capacity for block heating and district heating systems
(BCDH) is determined by the coldest part of the year, solar plants do not replace any
other production plants. Their total production costs must therefore be compared with
the running costs only for the energy they replace on such system. As many of the
district heating systems and few of the block stations have base load plants with low
running costs, which can meet the summer load, when the solar collectors produce
most of their energy, the solar collectors have difficulty in competing on these systems.
Therefore we try to identify in sections 7.2 to 7.7 what parts of the BCDH markets
have conditions more favourable to solar heating, i.e. do not use low running cost
production plant in summer, for each of the six countries in turn. This discussion and
the physical limitations discussed in section 4 are used to assess the net solar heat
potential for these systems.

7.2 Sweden

7.2.1 District h eating

Table Cl in Appendix C, column 1 shows data from 1994 for the 161 district heating
systems in operation. They cover the urban areas of all towns of any size and produced
42 TWh heat/year, which is expected to grow to about 54 TWh /year by the year 2015.
As the average load density is fairly high and there is a mixture of resident, commercial
and industrial consumers, the technical solar heat fraction achievable is comparatively
low, judged at 10% at present and 15% in the long term. This gives an estimated long
term technical solar heat potential of 0,15 * 54 TWh/year = 8,1 TWh/year.

Fossil fuels are heavily taxed in Sweden for heat production. Therefore they produce
presently only 30% of the heat for these systems and will produce even less in future.
Their place has been taken by non taxed energy sources with lower net running costs,
e.g. biomass fuel, refuse, and industrial waste heat, see items 8 to 15 of the table. On
systems for which these low running cost energy sources are available in summer, solar
heat can hardly compete economically.

Cogeneration plants have a smaller role than in other European countries, as hydro
power and nuclear energy generate some 95% of the electricity required. These latter
plants produce an export surplus in summer, so that cogeneration is not used at all in
summer at present, and thus does not aggravate the threat to solar heating. This may
change, if the plans from the 1980 plebiscite on the phasing-out of nuclear energy are
fulfilled.

In view of the large proportion of low running cost energy sources used for district
heating, solar heating systems are judged to be able to compete only on the following
systems with exceptional conditions:
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a) Systems using only (or nearly only) higher running cost plants

Eight of the smaller district heating systems with a total heat production of 254 GWh in
1994 expected to rise to about 500 GWh/year by 2015, are presently served only (or
nearly only) by fossil fuel boilers and some electricity. Also electricity is expected to
become expensive in the long run, even in summer, due to increased international
exchange. Hence most of the technical solar potential for these systems, 0,15*500 =75
GWh/year is judged to be competitive in the long run. Allowing for 20% reduction due
to the future construction of some low running cost plants on a few of these systems
and 20% due to physical limitations, the net long term solar potential for these systems
is judged to be 0,8*0,8*75= 48 GWh/year.

b) Systems with only large low running cost units, unsuitable for summer operation

Whilst all the remaining 161-8=153 Swedish district heating systems have low running
cost plants, the low running cost units are so large for some of the systems that they are
unsuitable for operation at the low summer loads. In such cases, summer electricity use
is often used instead. There are 47 systems with fairly high electricity use. and though
we have not been able to study their records in detail for this study, we judge that about
16 of these are in the position of using electricity for the summer load. They are
estimated to have a total heat production of about 2.6 TWh/year in the year 2015,
corresponding to a technical solar potential of 0,15*2.6 TWh/year = 390 GWh/year for
these systems. Allowing a 20% reduction for physical limitations leaves a net long term
solar heat potential of 3 12 GWh/year for these systems.

For systems a) and b) together, the net long term solar heat potential is judged to be
48 + 312 = 360 GWh/year

7.2.2 Block heating plants

A Swedish investigation (Dalenback, Asblad, 1994) identified about 240 block heating
plants for private consumers, which were expected to have a total heat demand of
about 4 TWh by 1995. Some additional plants may be introduced by the year 2015, but
some may also be merged into near-by existing district heating systems or new district
heating systems. Hence we judge that the heat demand by Swedish block heating plants
for this sector will still be about 5,5 TWh/year by 2015. With the 20% solar heat
fraction estimated for Swedish block heating stations in the long range, this represents a
of 0,2 * 5,5 TWh/year = 1,1 TWh/year.

At present most of the block heating stations are supplied by oil fired boilers. There are
a few plants supplied by heat pumps and a very small number using biomass fuel. In
future, the fraction using these lower running cost sources for the base load may even
increase, and the fraction with high running costs for the summer load therefore fall.
We judge however, that even by the year 2015, about 40% of the above potential
would be competing with fossil fuel plants (or summer electricity), and thus be
competitive. With a 40 % further reduction due to estimated physical limitations, eg
regarding suitable space for solar collectors, the net long term solar potential is judged
to'be 0,4 * 0,6 * 1,1 TWh/year = 0,26 TWh/year.
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7.3 Denmark

7.3.1 District heating

Also Denmark has a high demand for district heating, i.e. 25 TWh/year in 1991,
expected to rise to 30 TWh/year by the year 2015. The systems consist of a limited
number of large systems and a very large number of small systems with low density heat
distribution systems, for largely residential customers including small house districts.
These conditions result in higher summer loads and therefore somewhat higher feasible
solar heat fractions than for Sweden, e.g. about 12% at present rising to about 20% in
the long term, giving 2015 a technical solar potential of 0,2 * 30 = 6,0 TWh/year.

Only 40 of the 365 district heating enterprises have cogeneration plants (see Table C.I,
Appendix C, column 2) but they serve the larger systems and therefore produce about
60% of the total district heating heat energy. The remaining small systems use mainly
fossil fuel directly, with relatively high running costs, and therefore give more
favourable competitive conditions for solar heat. On the other hand, marginal electricity
production costs are rather high in Denmark, due to the absence of hydro plants and
nuclear power, so that also small cogeneration plants for some of the smaller systems
are expected to become economic. Competition from existing and future cogeneration
plants is expected to reduce the realisable long term solar potential considerably by
some 90%, whilst other physical and economic limitations can result in further 50%
reductions. This suggests that the net long term solar potential will be about 0,1 * 0,5
* 6,0 TWh/year = 0,3 TWh/year.

7.3.2 Block heating stations

It is very difficult to receive a detailed information about the border between district
and block heating systems hi Denmark. Summing up all energy supply alternatives left
us with about 15 TWh. This figure includes probably most of the systems supplying
heat also for nou residential use. Because of the uncertainty we kept this figure
constant also for the year 2015. The solar heat fraction for these stations is relatively
high, as many consist of group housing schemes with relatively high distribution loss.
Hence this is judged to rise from about 15% today to about 25% hi the long term,
giving a long term technical solar potential of 0,25 * 15 TWh/year = 3,75 TWh/year.

The high cost of electricity in Denmark is expected to result in the construction of an
increasing number of mini-cogeneration plants for these stations, which is expected to
reduce the potential for solar heat plants by some 50 %. With a further reduction due to
other economic and physical limitations by 20 %, the net economic long term solar
potential is estimated to be 0,5 * 0,5 * 3, 75 TWh/year = 1,5 TWh/year.

7.4. Germany

7.4.1 District heating

Table Cl in appendix C, column 3 shows that Germany has by far the largest district
heating demand of the six countries considered, 101 TWh in 1994, expected to rise to
about 120 TWh in the year 2015, though these figures are much lower per capita than
those for Sweden and Denmark. The demand is divided between a large number of
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systems, with a limited number of large systems and many small ones. The feasible solar
heat fractions are judged to be similar to those for Denmark. 12% at present and 15%
in the long term, giving a long term technical solar potential of 0,15 * 120 = 18
TWh/year.

The part taken by cogeneration plants is high, 57% at present, concentrated to the
larger systems. For the smaller systems lacking cogeneration plants, oil or natural gas
fired boilers produce most of the load. In the long term, however, more cogeneration
plants are expected to be built also for smaller systems, in view of the high marginal
electricity production costs. This is expected to reduce the competitive part of the solar
potential to about 25% of the technical potential. With a further 45% reduction due to
physical and other limitations, the net long term solar potential is judged to be 0,25 *
0,55 * 18 = 2,48 TWh/year in the year 2015.

7.4.2 Block heating stations

Germany has a large number of block heating stations with a total demand of about 50
TWh/year at present expected to rise to 65 TWh/year in 2015. This corresponds to an
estimated technical long term solar potential of 0,2*65 TWh/year = 13 TWh/year. Most
of the block heating stations use oil or natural gas fired, heat only boilers as the main
energy source. This gives a reasonable competitive chance to solar heating in the long
term, although small cogeneration is expected to reduce the solar potential by some
35%. With a further 30% reduction due to physical limitations, the net long term solar
potential is estimated at 0,65 * 0,7 * 13 TWh/year = 5,92 TWh/year.

The estimates described above results in a total estimated technical solar heat
potential for large systems of 18 + 13 = 31 TWh/year, and a net solar potential of
2,48 + 5,92 =8,4 TWh/year.

7.5 The Netherlands

7.5. / District Heating

The Netherlands have a fairly low district heating demand, 4,2 TWh/year in 1991,
expected to rise to about 5 TWh/year in 2015. There are only 21 district heating
systems, each supplied by one or more cogeneration plants, which together produce
92% of the total heat demand. Many of the cogeneration plants are efficient gascombi
units fired by relatively cheap natural gas, and they produce heat at a very low cost.
The technical solar heat potential is estimated at 0,15 * 5 TWh/year = 0,75 TWh/year in
the long term, but the economic potential is judged to be only 10% of this, at the most
Allowing for a further 40% reduction due to physical limitations and other factors, we
assess the net long term solar potential at 0,1 * 0.6 * 0,75 = 0,045 TWh/year.

7.5.2 Block heating stations

The heat production by block heating plants was about 1,5 TWh/year in 1991 and is
expected to rise to 5 TWh/year by 2015. This represents a technical solar potential of
0,2 * 5 = 1 TWh/year in the long term, using the estimated solar heat factor 0,2.
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Most of the stations will use natural gas as fuel, and an increasing proportion of these
are expected to use cogeneration plant. Even today are many cogeneration plants used
iii small systems. Assuming the solar alternative will meet competition from
cogeneration plants for 75% of the stations and that other economic or physical
limitations will reduce the potential is estimated at 0,25 * 0. 7 * / = 0,175 TWh/year.

7.5.3 Combined potential

The combined estimated technical solar potential in 2015 for district heating and block
heating plants is 0,75 + 1,0 = 1,75 TWh/year in 2015, and the net solar potential
0,045+ 0,175 = 0,23 TWh/year, the lowest values amongst those for the six countries
considered.

7.6 Italy

7.6.1 District heating

Italy has a very small market for district heating, with a demand of 2,1 TWh/year in
1991, which, however, is expected to grow to about 10 TWh/year by 2015. The
southern climate results in smaller annual heat demand variations than in more northerly
countries, as domestic hot water needs represent a bigger part of the total heat demand,
and also in more uniform solar radiation in different seasons. As a result of these
properties, the feasible solar heat fractions are rather high, i.e. estimated at 25% at
present and about 30% in the long term. This results in an estimated technical long
range solar potential of 0,3 * JO = 3 TWh/year.

Nearly all district heating systems have cogeneratiou stations, which together produce
80% of the heat energy. Due to high electricity costs, this trend is likely to continue and
to make it very difficult for solar energy to compete. Assuming that solar alternatives
will meet competition from cogeneration plants for systems responsible for 60% of the
total heat demand, and that other economic or physical limitations will reduce the
potential by a further 50%, the net long term solar potential becomes 0,4 * 0.5 * 3 =
0,6 TWh/year.

7.6.2 Block heating stations

Italy had block heating stations with a total heat demand of about 20 TWh/year in
1994, and this demand is expected to grow to about 30 TWh/year by the year 2015.
Most stations use natural gas or oil, but mini-cogeneration plants may take an
increasing part of the market in future.

With an estimated solar heat fraction of 35% in the long term, the long term technical
potential is estimated at 0,35 * 30 = 10,5 TWh/year. About 30% of this is expected to
meet competition from mini-cogeneration plants, and 40% to meet other economic or
physical limitations. This leaves a net long term solar potential of 0,6 * 0,7 * 10,5 =
4,41 TWh/year.
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7.7 Greece

7. 7. / District heating

Greece has no district heating systems at present. Some of the larger towns are.
however, expected to build some in future, with an estimated total heat demand of
about 1 TWh/year by 2015. For this extreme southern climate, the solar heat fraction is
expected to be as high as 30% at this stage, giving a technical solar potential of 0,3 * 1
TWh/year = 0,3 TWh/year.

Most of these future district heating schemes are expected to use cogeneration plants
for the base load, the competition from these plants should reduce the real potential by
some 90%. Allowing also for a 30% reduction due to physical limitations, the estimated
net long term solar potential becomes 0,1 * 0,7 * 0,3 TWh/year = 0,02 TWh/year.

7.7.2 Block heating stations

Greece has only a few block heating stations at present, but is expected to have built up
a demand of about 5 TWh/year by the year 2015. With a solar fraction of 50% for this
climate, the technical long term solar potential then becomes 0,5 * 5 = 2,5 TWh/year

Also in this case, mini-cogeneration stations are expected to be built for most of these
stations, reducing the real solar potential by some 80%. With a further 30% reduction
due to physical limitations, the net long term solar potential is estimated at 0.2 * 0,7 *
2,5 TWh/year = 0,35 TWh/year.

7.8 Combined potentials for the six countries

The last column of Table Cl and C2 in Appendix C show the overall solar potentials
for large solar systems in the six countries. The long term technical solar potential is
judged to be about 65 TWh heat production per year, with district heating systems
accounting for the major part, 56%. The long term net solar potential is estimated at
about 14,4 TWh/year, with block heating stations accounting for the major part, nearly
76%.

The reason for this is that cogeneration plants with low beat production costs are
judged to make it impossible for solar plants to compete on many of the district
heating systems in five of the six countries, whilst other low cost production
sources (waste heat, refuse, biomass fuel etc.) are too though competitors for most
of the Swedish district heating systems. For the smaller block heating stations,
solar plants have a better prospect of competing on large proportion of the
heating plants.

7.9 The market potential for solar heating systems in the investigated
countries

I sections 5., 6. and 7. we describe the market potential for solar heating systems as it
can be derived from the information in the questionnaires and from other sources The
results for the three different systems types: Individual systems for small houses.
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TabSe 7.1 APAS - Large-scale Sofar Heating Systems - Market Potential
Technical Potential for Solar Collectors in six European countries

Small Houses
DHW
DHWS
Expansion 1995-2015

Multlfamily buildings
Existing buildings
Expansion 1995 - 2015

Central Systems
Block Centrals
District heating
Expansion 1995 - 2015

Total potential market
2015

Small systems
Large systems

Sweden
Mm2 TWh/yr

1.86
1 92
0.48

1 29
0.12

090
0.81
0.04

4.26
3.16

0.65
0.44
0.15

0.43
0.04

0.32
0.29
0.01

1.25
1.11

Denmark
Mm2 TWh/yr

0.54
0.35
0.21

0.36
0.15

2.76
1.50
0.24

1.10
5.01

0.21
0.09
0.08

0.14
0 06

1.10
0.60
0.11

0.3a
2.01

Germany
Mm2 TWh/yr

22.14
22.77

9.31

9.65
420

6.56
2.94
8.79

54.22
32.14

9.30
6.83
3.69

3.91
1.87

2.89
1.29
4.25

19.82
14.21

The Netherlands
Mm2 TWh/yr

8.08

3.52

1.30
0.43

0.09
005
0.36

11.60
2.23

3.31
0.00
1.36

0 52
0 19

0.04
0.02
0.16

4.67
0.93

Italy
Mm2 TWh/yr

10.44
8 70
1.37

6.34
1.03

318
0.04
4.28

20.51
14.87

6.26
3.92
0.79

3.90
0 70

2 00
0.02
2.97

10.97
9.59

Greece
Mm' TWh/yr

3.45

0.68

0.97
0.20

004
0.00
0.42

4.13
1.63

2.17
0.00
0.42

0.63
0.14

0 02
0.00
0.30

2.60
1.10

Sum
Mm1 TWh/yr

46.51
33.74
15.57

19.91
6.14

13.52
5.34

14.13

95.82
50.04

21.91
11.28
6.49

9.52
3.01

6.38
2.23
7.81

39.68
28.94
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Table 7.1 shows the results from this study for six countries both in m- solar collectors
and in supplied aimual energy in TWli.

The followings comments can be made at this place:

a) Although the intention with the study was to show the potential for large systems,
we decided to investigate also small systems for single family houses. The reason
is that the market for small houses is about 50% larger than the market for large
systems and hence covers about 60% of the solar heating market.

b) The total potential is about 100 mill, m2 for small systems and 60 mill, m2 for
large systems. Hence the market is large enough for feeding a technically well
developed solar collector industry.

c) It exists a significant market potential in all of the investigated countries. However
in Southern European countries the systems for individual heating of small houses
will dominate. In Central Europe and Northern Europe, where district and block
heating has a longer tradition, also central solar heating systems will play an
important role supplying about 25% of the total solar heat. Individual systems for
multifamily houses will only cover one sixth of the total potential.

d) The potential solar heating market can make a substantial reduction of the use of
fossil fuels and hence will have an significant impact on the environment

e) The estimates of the solar market potential are rather conservative taking into
consideration subjective obstacles and competition with other energies and also
the usual reluctance of relying on new technologies. We think that hi a well
developing market and collector technology - when the solar technology will be
further developed and fairly cheap - the potential for solar heating might be
greater than what is shown here. There exists in principle no other limitation than
economical for small houses, almost no limitation than economy for DHW systems
on multifamily houses. For block- and district heating, limiting factors might be
the available area for collectors and storage capacity. If the technology of seasonal
storages will be further developed and storage capacity will become cheaper, the
potential for large scale solar heating with seasonal storage will multiply the
potential of large scale solar heating plants.

f) The market potential derived in our study can be compared with the result from
some other studies. Our study gives for Germany a technical potential of about
86 Mm2 collectors. Mangold (1995) presents results from different German
potential studies stating a potential in large span between 33 and 257 Mm: One
study cited by Mangold and performed by Nitsch, Luther (1990) gives with 104
Mm2 for 2020 a potential comparable to our study. Dalenback, Asblad (1994)
indicated in their report a solar potential for potential for block and district heating
systems being 0,6 TWh/yr. This compare quite well with the figures from this
study, i. e. 0,62 TWh/yr corresponding to 1,75 Mm2 collectors.
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8. The market potential in other European countries

The results described in chapter 7 can be generalised for other European countries. By
applying the results we received for the different countries belonging to the main
European regions, we can derive rough estimates for the potential market in other, both
EU and Non-EU - countries, se Table 8.1. We will not pretend that the conclusions will
be very exact, however for the purpose of showing the potential market it might be
sufficient to indicate orders of magnitude.

We start the analysis by defining that Denmark and Sweden belong to the Northern
region, Germany and The Netherlands to the Central region and Italy and Greece to the
Southern region. Hence we can apply our findings from Table 7.1 on the statistics from
Table 4.1 the following, way, see Table 8.1. Knowing the number of inhabitants and
living units for the different countries, we just make an estimate for the different
regions of the total potential area of solar collectors in relation to the number of
households and/or inhabitants of the different countries derived from the countries
studied in more detail. The basis statistic information for each country is taken from
EES statistics, 1994.

It is found that the potential market for solar collectors is about 1 m2 per
inhabitant in Northern and Central Europe, but only ca 0,5 m2 per inhabitant in
Southern regions due to a more favourable climate.

What is missing hi our study is information about the Western European countries such
as United Kingdom, Ireland and Iceland. These countries comprise about 70 Millions
inhabitants, hence the potential market for these countries will be somewhere between
40 and 80 Mm2 collectors (the lower figure reflects the less suitable climatic conditions
which probably will reduce the market for large solar-heating plants in these countries).
Hence the total European solar collector market can be estimated to being between
250 Mm2 and roughly 400 Mm2 collectors. In order to achieve a such a market
within a reasonable time, a collector industry comprising a production capacity of
some tenth of millions m2 per year must be established within the next decade or
so (see chapter 9).
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Table 8.1: Estimate of the potential solar collector market for Europe

Sweden

Denmark

Finland

Norway

Esthonia

Latvia

Lithuania

Northern region

Germany

The Netherlands

Austria

Belgium

Luxembourg

Poland

Tjeckia

Slovakia

Hungary

Slovenia

Central region

Italy

Greece

France

Spain

Portugal

Cyprus

Southern region

Region

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

C

C

c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
s
s
s
s
s
s
s

Population

Millions

8,7

5,2

5,1

4,6

1,5

2,6

3,7

31,4

80,6

15,2

8,2

10,5

0,5

38,4

10,3

5,3

10,3

2

181,3

56,9

10,3

57

41,5

9,8

0,7

176,2

Living units

Mill, units

4

2,3

2,1

1,7

32,3

5,8

3,0

4,0

0,14

19

2,5

22

11,7

3,2

Total solar
collector market

Mill, m2

7,4

6,1

25-35

86,3

13,8

150 -250

35,3

5,7

75-100
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9. Costs of solar heating systems

As part of this project, a Diploma Thesis with a very detailed analysis of the solar
collector market and the costs of solar heating systems with diurnal storage was
performed by Mangold, 1995. The objective of this thesis was to analyse the collector
manufacturing technology of today and to point out the potential of cost reduction for
the case of advanced industrial manufacturing of solar collectors as well as for an
expanding market. Of course, in a normal development process, market expansion and
technological development are not independent variables, but are highly interconnected
and hence the cost development for solar collectors will be a result of a combined
market and technological development. However the separate analysis of both factors
will give some hints about which costs can be expected in a future developing market.

Mangold investigated the actual costs of solar heating systems in different countries,
especially Germany, Austria, Sweden and Denmark. One result is shown in Figure 9.1.
This Figure summarises the cost of solar heating systems on a 1995 price level. 1995
is also chosen as a price level for all other cost figures given in this paper, except if
something else is indicated. The exchange rate from ECU to DEM was set to 1.8.
Interesting for this Figure is that the extrapolation of the cost points for German plants
coincides with a Danish indication of future costs of large-scale solar plants. The costs
in Figure 9.1 includes system costs as delivered from factory including collectors,
accumulators and all other system components as well as installation, but exclusive
planning and retail margin.

9. 1 Actual costs of small systems

It is to observe that a very wide scattering of system prices exists dependent on the
product, on the country and of course on the climate. This holds especially for systems
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Figure 9.1: System costs as function of collector surface (according to Mangold,
1995)
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for small houses, for which a very large assortment of makes is to be found on the
market, starting with simple self-installation packages up to turn-key evacuated
collector systems. Figure 9.2 illustrates this fact with an example also given by
Mangold for Germany and Austria. However, it should be noted that the costs of DHW
systems in other countries can be much lower. For instance are the system costs in The
Netherlands, where the government supports an installation program in co-operation
with utilities, about 2000 ECU and system costs in Greece are between 1500 and 2000
ECU (for 3 m2 collector surface), which means that system costs for small systems can
be as low as 500 ECU/m2. The costs in Sweden vary between 500 and 1000 ECU/m2

for a complete installation. For the sake of further analysis of the development of a
European market we make the assumption, that today's system costs for DHW systems
for small houses in a consumer friendly European market are 500 ECU/m2 and that this
price reflects an European average cost level.

0.35

Self installation package

Systempnce incl. installation (DEM)

Turn-Key | = ^ Turn-Key Austria

Figure 9.2: Costs for solar DHW system in Germany and Austria (1 ECU = 1,8
DEM).

Figure 9.3 shows the distribution of the costs among the different components and
items of such as system. In rough terms it can be said that the costs can be divided into
one third for the collectors, one third for the accumulator and other system components
and one third for the installation of the system and other costs.

In a couple of countries, among them Sweden and Austria, system for small houses are
also built for supplying not only DHW but also a part of heat demand during spring and
autumn. In this case the systems are oversized for the hot water demand in the summei.
and deliver less energy per m2 on annual basis. However, the price per m2 is also lower
in this applications because a larger part of the system is belonging to the collector
field. Estimates based on costs available from Sweden and Austria indicate an actual
system cost level of 400 ECU/m:.
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Collector fiald

36%

Figure 9.3: Cost distribution among different components and other cost items
of DHW systems for small houses.

9.2 Actual costs of large systems

Costs of larger systems installed on multifamily residential buildings are well
documented for Sweden and Germany. The Figure 9.1 shows costs for recently built
German medium sized plants in the order of 100 to 1000 m:. The specific costs vary
from about 700 to about 300 ECU/m2. In Sweden, prices for such systems vary
between 450 (smaller system) and 300 ECU/m2 (larger system). This can be seen from
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Figure 9.4: System costs for large roof-mounted collector systems in Sweden
according to Dalenback, Hultmark 1995 (9 SEK = 1 ECU).
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the cost development curve for Swedish roof mounted collector systems, see Figure
9.4. The Figure shows the cost development curve for a number of Swedish
installations built under the 80's and some recently new planned installations. (The cost
are index-converted to the actual price level of February 1995.) Hence supposing that a
increased demand for larger systems will lead to stabilised prices at the lower edge of
the learning curve, we propose an actual European cost level of 300 ECU/m2 for large-
scale domestic hot water systems. For systems where part of the Energy will also be
supplied for heating purposes, we assume an actual cost level of 260 ECU/m2. well
knowing that deviating cost levels might exist in some countries.

9.3 Actual costs of central block heating and district heating plants

Central block heating and district heating plants (BCDH) deliver heat to a distribution
network connecting a multitude of consumers. The summer load consists in general of
pipe losses and hot water demand (nowadays also heat driven cooling devices). In
spring and autumn, also heating demand adds to the load (see Figure 2.2). In such
plants usually the costs for solar collectors are dominating, the other system costs.
including heat exchangers, control units and diurnal storage sum usually up to only
about one third of the total costs at maximum. In some cases the collector field is
connected directly to the return pipe, in many cases a diurnal (buffer) storage is
connected to the system. In some experimental plants the collector fields are connected
to a seasonal storage. However, for reasons described in chapter 11 , we do not include
systems with seasonal storage in our study.

Ingelstad

Figure 9.5: System costs for large ground-mounted collector systems in Sweden
according to Dalenback, Hultmark 1995 (9 SEK = 1 ECU).
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Costs for BCDH systems are shown hi Figure 9.1 for Denmark, varying from
300 ECU/m2 for 1000 m2 to less then 200 ECU/m2 for large fields around 10000 m2 and
more, for collector fields installed on the ground. Mangold, 1995, indicates for roof
installed systems in Germany prices around 300 ECU/m2. In Figure 9.5, costs for
Swedish ground installed systems built under the 80's and 90's are summarised. The
costs for recently built plants are around 200 ECU/m2. Hence we propose actual costs
of 320 ECU/m2 for smaller (1000 - 3000 m2 - block heating) systems and 220 ECU/m2

for larger (around 10000 m2 - district heating) systems, respectively.

Note: All the actual costs presented in this section should be considered as
achievable minimum costs for a high quality product and under predictable
market conditions i. e.: continuos solar collector production and sales at a
reasonable minimum rate of let's say of 10.000 mz or more per make and
year.

The actual costs presumed in our study for different types of systems are summarised in
Table 9.2.

9.4 Future development of costs of solar beating systems.

In order to get an appreciable market in most of the Europen countries, it is necessary
that costs of solar heating systems will decrease during the next years. In the following
we describe arguments for a cost reduction which we believe can be the case during the
next two decades

The figures 9.4 and 9.5 respectively represent learning curves for large-scale solar
systems in Sweden. In this special case it is allowed of speaking of really learning
curves, because most of the systems were built by the same company, making its
system development based on experiences gained from previous projects. Starting from
a high price level, the company was for many reasons willing to reduce its sale price at
the same rate at which it was capable to lower production costs.

The solar collector production is today based on more or less handicraft manufacturing
methods. It is estimated that in Europe exist about 300 - 400 solar collector
manufacturer on a market of about 500 000 collectors per year, which means in the
average some 1000 m2 collector per manufacturer. (It should be noted that there exists
already today a handfull market leading companies in Europe producing solar collectors
on a semi-industrial capacity level of some 10.000 m2 of collectors per year). The
current market do not allow for investment in industrial automated manufacturing
processes. However it is anticipated, that the European market can and must grow at
least by an order of magnitude, if solar heating plants should have a remarkable
influence on the energy market. Furthermore, we believe that the number of collector
manufacturer will decrease and that workshop manufacturer experienced in mass
production will enter the market. Probably the minimum annual capacity per
manufacturer will increase to some 100.000 m2 collectors per year, allowing for new,
automated, manufacturing processes to be applied.
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Of course all companies will go through by one or another way product development
following a learning curve, but competition will force them to make more efficient and
for the consumer more valuable products. On the other hand, the sale price is not
immediately connected with the production costs, and each manufacturer has to make
his own pricing decision considering profit, further investments and market penetration.

In most of the European countries solar heating systems are competing with low priced
fuels such as fossil fuels and summer season electricity (in Sweden) as well as other
renewables such as biomasse. Hence as a consequence - in most European countries
except the most southern countries such as Greece - solar heating systems are so far
not economically competitive with other energies used for heat supply. The market is
either reserved to people prepared to pay somewhat more, for whatever reason, or -
which is the case in many countries - the public hand is giving financial support in order
to keep the market alive and to steer the development in a desired direction. The
introduction of a CO2 tax in all European countries will have a similar impact.

However for the next foreseeable time - let's say 20 years - we cannot expect a drastical
price increase of competing energies. Maybe that some taxes will be added on the
relatively low price levels on fossil fuels. Hence the only way for solar energy systems
to become competitive is an appreciable cost and price reduction as a result of
increasing market and improved production technologies. Additionally, a real market
will only develop if solar heating systems are considered to be a reliable and
competitive source of energy.

Mangold, 1995, investigated therefore the potential of cost reduction of solar heating
systems. In Table 9.1, a cost break-down is shown for components and other posts
which determine the costs of a solar collector.

Table 9.1: Cost break-down (average) of manufacturer costs for solar collectors
(according to Mangold. 1995; 1 ECU = 1.8 DEM)

Item or moment

Absorber

Insulation

Cover

Frame

Other production costs

Marketing

Administration and Business

Other Overhead

Total

Actual costs

ECU/m2

55

11

16

25

15

9

50

6

187

%

29

6

9

13

8

5

27

3

100

Future costs

ECU/in2

22

3

11

8

5

5

25

->

82

%

27

4

13

10

6

6

30

4

100
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Mangold found in his analysis that many manufacturers still are using very man-hour
intensive manual production methods for the solar collectors. One way to keep
manufacturer costs down is to move the production to countries with low working
costs such as Poland and Tcheckia. Another way, which is of interest in a drastically
growing market, is to invest in highly automated production lines. In both cases.
production costs can be reduced by 10 - 15 ECU/m:. Furthermore it is possible to go
through every detail in an solar collector and to optimise it for fully automated
production and for minimum weight. In that manner it is possible to indicate cost limits
for every detail in the solar collector. These limits are shown in Table 9.1 together with
the remaining overhead costs for are highly industrialised production companies.

It can be seen from Table 9.1 that the cost limits (based on today's material costs) can
allow a cost reduction of solar collectors to less than 50% compared with today's
manufacturing costs. That means that a price reduction can be largest for large systems
with a relatively low cost cintribution of other (conventional) components, for which
large cost reduction cannot be expected.

Some other indications for cost reduction with increasing market (and technological
progress) can be found in Dalenback, Asblad, 1994. In this paper, the development of
costs for central block and district heating systems with both increasing market and
increasing technological development was estimated. Dalenback argues that solar
collector costs will be reduced by the fact hat the collectors will become more
technological developed and further optimised. In addition, cost will be reduced due to
a developing market in which the production rate for one make will be 1 - 2 orders of
magnitudes higher than it is the case today. By recalculating results which are presented
in the paper of Dalenback in SEK/kWh,yr to ECU/m2, one can deduce expected

500

D
U

300

200

100

Today's market and technology (400 kWh/m'.yr}

Developed market and technology (500 kWh/m'l

1000 10000

Size of solar collector field [m1]

Figure 9.6: Cost reduction for solar central block and district heating systems as a
function of plant size (according to Dalenback, Asblad, 1994). The
specific annual energy production for Sweden is also indicated.
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future costs for a situation, where both market and technology is fully developed. This
is shown in Figure 9.6. According to Dalenback it can be expected that the future costs
for large-scale solar collector systems can drop toward 220 to 140 ECU/m2, depending
on the size of the collector field. This corresponds very well with the finding of
Mangold that highly industrially developed solar collectors can cost around 100
ECU/m2.

It exists still another possibility of reducing solar heating costs in the future: New types
of cost saving collector devices. However, we would like to argue that the progress
within the next twenty years will not lead to revolutionary solutions resulting in
substantial cost reductions. First at all, a certain improvement is already anticipated in
what we call "technological development", including a 20% increase of energy
production and substantial cost reduction. Secondly, the solar collectors of today looks
quite similar to those produced 20 years ago, excepted small improvements toward
better quality and higher efficiency. Hence it is assumed in this study that there will not
occure an radical changes of collector devices or collecting principles, even if there
might exist many ideas for using light, modern materials, reflectors, sun tracking
devices and so on. There exist of course other opinions concerning this question of
technical breakthrough, but we wanted to base our potential study on a more
tradditional ground.

Thus, for the further discussion of the economy of solar collectors, we will use the cost
figures for solar heating systems, shown in Table 9.2. It is supposed that a European
solar heating market exists and that the market at least for large solar heating plants is
dominated by direct sale from manufacturer to customer. Retail selling will certainly
increase the price level of solar heating systems and retarding the market development.

Table 9.2: Actual costs and forecast of future costs for a developed market.

System

Domestic hot water -
small houses

Domestic hot water and
space heating - small
houses

Domestic hot water -
Multifamily residential
buildings

DHW and space heating -
Multifamily residential
buildings

Block heating

District heating

System size

m2

< 10

< 10

100- 1000

100- 1000

1000- 3000

>3000

Actual costs

ECU/m2

500

400

300

260

320

220

Future costs

ECU/m2

330

265

200

160

220

140
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9.5 Costs in dependence on the size of the market

Table 9.2 indicates the system costs which we believe can be achieved with an
expanding market. For the scenario of market development we want to indicate how
the costs will develop with a developing market. Because of the market and hence the
production capacity is expected to grow some orders of magnitude, from some 1000 nr
to some 100 000 m2 per make, it is expected that the cost develops according to an
exponential curve with a fast decrease in the beginning when first steps toward
automation can be made, and slower at higher production rates, where only small
changes for each step of development can be expected. Hence we propose exponential
learning curves leading from today's costs (for 1000 m2) to future costs (for 1 000 000
m2) as illustrated in Figure 9.7. Furthermore, we assume that only about 10
manufacturer are sharing the largest amount of each market segment.

Hence following relation is used for the cost/market development:

Current cost = Today's cost - ( log (Current Market /10) - log (Today's Market/10))*

_ Todav' s cost - future cost

(Market in Millions m2).

Costs of solar heating system

- D H W small houses

• DHWS small houses

- DHW mult fam houses

• DHWS mult fam. houses

• Block heating

• District heating

1O0O 10000 lOOOOO

Annual production m2
1000000

Figure 9.7: Cost development for different types of solar heating system as
function of the market (annual production capacity)
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9.6 Costs of solar heat in various countries

In order to be able to develop a market scenario, it is necessary to discuss the amount
of heat production of solar heating systems. This is of course a problem with main
degrees of freedom, depending on type of collector, type of system, climate and load
Furthermore, the energy price derived from investment costs is a function of
amortisation terms, inflation and interest rates.

In this study we choose to simplify the discussion because the main interest is to show
the general trends and a market potential without to go too much into details. Hence
we use the specific investment cost Kj per kWh annual heat production as the base
factor for the comparison of the potential in different countries. A simple way to get an
idea about the energy costs is to multiply Kj by an annuity a7 which can be estimated for
common amortisation terms and interest rates.

Here follow some examples. The investment of 350 ECU/mr and an specific annual
production of 500 kWh/m2 results in a specific investment of 0.7 ECU/kWh,yr. An
annuity factor of a - 0.1, which is quite a useful figure for today's financial market
situation, will result in a solar heat price of 0.07 ECU/kWh. which also is quite a
common figure on the energy market. An annuity factor of a = 0.1 can received by an
amortisation term of 20 years at an interest rate of 6 % (a = 0 057) leaving 0.013
ECU/kWh for other operational costs, or by an interest rate of 8% for 20 years with no
additional operation costs.

By comparing K, * a for different types of systems one can draw conclusions about the
economy of solar heating systems compared to other kinds of energy and about the
potential market development.

The situation becomes more complex because of the climatic differences between the
different countries and also within every country. However, for estimating the market
potential - which is the purpose of this study - it is sufficient to laborate with rough
figures indicating the order of magnitudes rather than many details. Hence we have
chosen one representative climate for every country and estimated the annual energy
production from systems with very well operating flat plate collectors. Based on the
answers in the questionnaires and on own simulation runs for different climates (using
simulation programs F-chart respectively MINSUN), we assume the following specific
energy production from the solar heating systems in different countries as it can be
achieved today (Table 9.3):

The values of Table 9.3 are typical values and can deviate in both directions depending
on local circumstances, actual system layout and quality of the solar collector
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Table 9.3: Actual annual solar energy production for different systems in different
countries

System

Domestic hot water -
small houses

Domestic hot water and
space heating - small
houses

Domestic hot water -
Multifamily residential
buildings

DHW and space heating -
Multifamily residential
buildings

Block heating

District heating

Sweden Denmark Germany The
Nether-

lands

Italy Greece

Annual production (kWh/m2)

350

230

400

270

360

360

390

270

440

310

400

400

420

300

470

340

440

440

410

290

460

330

420

420

600

450

690

540

630

630

630

500

720

580

650

650

Furthermore, we assume that the future technological development of solar collectors
not only will reduce the costs of the collectors but also will lead to improvement of it's
efficiency. As an example we can mention the collector development program at the
Alvkarleby Laboratory of the Swedish Company Vattenfall Development (Karlsson,
Perers, 1995). In This laboratory, different measures for improving the efficiency of
collectors such as anti reflecting layers on glass cover, transparent convection barriers,
auxiliary reflectors, a/o. are investigated. We assume that there will be a steady
progress towards efficiency improvement in course of time with 1 % a year during the
next twenty years. This improvement is also included in our prognosis for the
development of the specific solar energy costs. Figure 9.8 a, b summarises today's and
future costs (year 2015) of solar energy in different countries and for the different
systems considered in this study.
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Spec Investment costs for solar heating systems

Todays market and technology
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Figure 9.8a: Specific costs of solar heat from different systems, today's market
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Figure 9.8b Specific costs of solar heat from different systems, developed market
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10 Scenario of market development in different countries

10.1 The growth of the market

in the chapter 5. - 7. the technical potential of solar heating systems in the different
countries are analysed. Table 7.1 summarises all these results and indicates the total
solar collector market for each country. It is obvious that the total technical collector
potential in the six analysed countries is large enough to allow for a solar collector
industry similar to that of refrigerators or heat exchangers to develop. Applying these
results on all Europe will manifold the amount of the collector market but probably also
that of manufacturers, hence it will not essentially change the conclusions to be drawn
further down.

The technical potential is the market which we can expect, if solar heating systems
are highly economically competitive.

Different of that is the economical potential which takes the economical competition
between solar and conventional heat into consideration.

A look on Figure 8.a says that solar energy is not competitive today in most of the
countries, hence the economical potential is very low and the market will not develop.
As a consequence of that we can conclude that it is with today's energy costs not
possible to reach the solar costs of Figure 8.b without some market supporting
measures.

For the following scenario it is therefore necessary to assume that

a) Governmental or local authorities will support the initial market development
presumed that the duration is limited and the total amount of support is of a
reasonable magnitude.

b) Building codes and urban planning favours the introduction of solar heating
systems and other energy saving measures.

c) Prices of competitive energy will slightly, but steadily increase due to
environmental taxes and internalisation of extern costs.

d) It is important that all these items above are sustained under foreseeable time so
that industry can count on a steady developing market.

Under these circumstances we can expect that the market will continue to grow toward
the technical potential which is some orders of magnitudes larger than today's market.

Hence for the discussion of a market development we presume that the cost
development for solar heating systems is a result of a Common European solar
collector Market. This means that in some countries solar heating systems are
already competitive enough in order to allow the market to grow. Furthermore we
assume that governmental subsidies in other countries will support the market
development of solar heating systems where they are not competitive today.
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From analyses of industrial growth in other industries we can derive the assumption
that the market at maximum will grow 30% per year over a longer period of time. This
growth rate is already considered to be highly expansive. Growth rates of more than
30% per year can typically be achieved under initial build-up phases of companies and
under special conditions.

Figure 10.1 illustrates this growth scenario by showing the expected growth of large
systems (systems for multifamily houses, block heating and district heating systems) in
Sweden, assuming a growth rate of the solar collector production according to our
model with 30%/year for the first 10 years. The steeply increasing curve shows the
accumulated amount of solar collectors. In this scenario it is assumed that the growth
rate is decreasing steadily after 10 years to lower values (to 5%/year after 20 years).
According to this scenario the annual solar collector production capacity will increase
from 6000 to about 300 000 m2 for a considered 20 years period and the accumulated
collector area from today's estimated 50 000 to 2.5% millions m2.

3500000 y - --•

3000000 J—> —

2500000 |

I 2000000 -

8 1500000 -

E 1000000

500000

n

—— -

few , "

1995

Sweden
Large systems

/
/

2000 2005 2010 2015

Year

"""" - Multi fam. buildings

'•"•• • - District Heating

~ " * Block Heating

Total Existing

New Buildings

New distr + block

"-*"" ~ Total

Annual product.

~~~ Accum. prod

Figure 10.1: Swedish market for large solar heating plants.

Our example above is nothing more than just a scenario about the market development
which is possible under very favourable conditions. Another conclusion to be drawn
from this example is that is not very probable that solar heating plants will play an
important role within the next years. Even in the case of a highly expanding market and
industry, it takes time to built up an industry which can make more then marginal
contributions. In ten years one can reach in Sweden under the most suitable market
conditions an accumulated amount of large systems corresponding to ca 350 000 m2

and an annual production rate of about 80 000 m2 collectors. The real growth will come
in the years thereafter.
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10.2 Heating costs

In order to facilitate the discussion of the market potential for solar energy, some price
levels for different types of fuel or heat supplies are given in Table 10.1 (VAT not
included).

From this table it gets obvious that there is a very wide spread of competing energy
costs. Both the primary fuel prices and especially the taxes and environmental fees vary
very strong from country to country. F. i. coal for district heating might be relatively
cheap and so is natural gas. If the heat is produced in cogeneration plants it might be
free from any taxes in some countries. The general trend is that taxes and fees are
highest in Northern Europe and gets lower towards the South. Large consumer such as
district heating companies are paying lower prices than smaller consumers or individual
house owners. The prices for biofuel can differ locally and electricity is only cheap in
Sweden. In most countries of Europe the consumer has to pay 100 ECU/MWh or more
for electricity.

Table 10.1: Cost comparison for different fuels:

Type of fuel or heating
system

Premium light oil, i"| =
0,7 (block heating and
multifam. houses)

Premium light oil, for
small houses, n, = 0,5)

Heavy fuel oil, r| =0.85
(district heating)

Coal (district heating),
r| = 0,85

Natural gas small
systems. r| = 0,7

Biomass, T| = 0,6

Heat from district
heating

House hold electricity -
summer price

Price

ECU/MWh

18 - 25

24 - 30

11 - 14

5 - 7

14- 20

13 - 22

30 -60

40- 150

Taxes

ECU/MWh

12 - 30

20-40

0 - 16

0 - 17

0 - 12

0

0 - 10

Total

ECU/MWh

30 - 55

44 - 70

11-30

5 - 24

14-32

13 - 22

30 -60

50 - 200

Comments

High in
Denmark and
Sweden

Low in
Sweden
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One genera/ conclusion to be drawn is that fossil fuel based heat is the principal form
of heat which solar heating systems has to and can compete with in larger systems,
i. e.: OH or natural gas. Furthermore, especially in many Southern countries, solar
energy should have a very good position in the market of small houses using either
electricity or light oil with low efficiency for making DHW.

10.3 Example: Large systems in Sweden

Figure 10.2 shows the energy cost scenario for large systems in Sweden. The costs for
district heating are compared with costs of summer electricity paid by district heating
utilities in Sweden inclusively all taxes. Electricity is assumed to increase 4% per year
(above inflation), and oil 3%. The use of Biofuel or heat pumps in the summer will
result in slightly higher energy prices. Solar heating systems will be economically
competitive with electricity first around 2014. At this time costs of electricity are
expected to have doubled.

Block heating stations are heated very often with oil boilers with an efficiency of 70%
or even less, yielding energy prices of 40 ECU/MWh or higher. Summer electricity for
real estate companies will in many cases (depending on the local contract) be somewhat
lower. Break-even can be achieved in 2012 for oil. Finally, many systems in multifamily
houses use a better oil quality at higher prices and with a lower summer efficiency.
These systems might become economically competitive relatively early, around 2008.
presumed even here that the oil prices will grow with 3%/year.

Hence the solar heating market in Sweden is highly dependent on the anticipated price
increase of competitive fuels.

Another alternative scenario is that of constant energy cost levels as indicated by the
auxiliary lines in Figure 10.2. In such a scenario, solar heat will not be competitive at all
for larger systems during the next twenty years.

We think the reality will be some where in between these two extremes. In order to
make some estimates of the economical potential, we exclude for Sweden all systems
where low cost electricity is used as a summer energy source. Heat from oil fired
heating plants in small or medium sized systems is best suited to be replaced by solar
energy.

In any case we find for Sweden that the development of an essential solar heating
market in Sweden must be backed up by a governmental organised subsidy
system.
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Figure 10.2: Cost development model for large solar heating systems and competing
energy in Sweden

10.4 Example: Solar collector market in Greece

This finding above might hold for most of the European countries. However in some
countries, where oil or electricity is used in small domestic hot water systems, the
competing costs might be relatively high. This is the market situation favouring small
domestic hot water systems as we can find it in Greece, see Figure 10.3.
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Figure 10.3: Market development of small DHW systems in Greece.
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As shown in the figure, there is a well developed market in Greece, existing small DHW
systems are estimated to have 1500 000 m2 collectors installed. The Market (annual
sale) is about 130 000 m2, large amount of them imported products. Hence the market
for small DHW systems is believed not much to expand, if expand at all. it will probably
shift towards applications for larger systems. It is expected that the market will
approach the technical potential during the investigated period.

There are the follwoing reasons for this favourable market development in Greece:

well developed national solar collector industries control also the price level of
imported products

simple systems (very often thermosyphonic DHW) with only few components
result - supported by the favourable climate - in low prices.

On the other hand, the market for larger systems above 100 m2 is still very little
developed in Greece, but needs only small subsidies in order to develop, as shown in
Figure 10.4. This figure, (based on fuel efficiency of 70% for oil or gas) shows that due
to suitable climatic conditions in Greece, large solar heating systems are competitive
already today or within a couple of years on that kind of market where large consumer
can order systems directly from the collector manufacturer, i. e. block and district
heating systems and larger systems for multifamily houses. (We should have in mind
that our system costs do not include retail margins).

Greece
Solar heating economy

80,0

60,0

fossil low

• ~ fossil high

fossil small

Small DHW

Small DHWS

- - Mult, fam DHW

— Mult. fam. DHWS

" " Block heating

Distr. heating
0,0

1995 2000 2005

Year

2010 2015

Figure 10.4: Cost development for solar heating systems and competing energy
in Greece.

There is one section in the market which do not widely exist today in Greece but which
can play a role in the future: Private utilities and energy companies producing heat and
in some cases power in district heating and block heating systems. Today, most of the
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energy business is under governmental control. An increased diversivity of energy
companies might be helpful in constructing large solar heating plants when developing
block and district heating systems. Plants with seasonal storage might find their first
commercial applications in Greece.

It is expected that a campaign for developing large solar heating plants in Greece will
have a very strong impact on the market development of Europe. Similar holds for a
large part of the energy market in Italy, with perhaps some exception for the northern
alpine regions.

10.5. Example: The need of subsidies for market development in Germany

In our argumentation about the development of a solar energy market, we make the
presumption that market development needs support from the public in order to
develop during an initial phase in which solar heating systems cannot compete on pure
economical basis. This need for subsidies is further analysed for the market in Germany.

Figure 10.5 shows the cost development for solar heating systems and competing
energy in Germany. Costs for fuels are assumed to be 40 ECU/MWh (including a fuel
efficiency of 70%) for small consumers respectively 22 ECU/MWh (fuel efficiency
85%) for large consumers. The competing costs for small houses are taken to being 50
ECU/MWh. For the further analysis we assume that district heating plus half of block
heating and half of multifamily houses will be supplied with low priced fuel, the
remaining part and systems for small houses with high priced fuels.

Germany
Solar heating economy

120,0

0 ,0

1995 2000 2005

Year

2010 2015

- — fossil high

fossil low

fossil small

Small DHW

Small DHWS

- • - • - Mult, fam DHW

Mult, fam DHWS

Block heating

Distr. heating

Figure 10.5: Cost development for solar heating systems and competing energy in
Germany.
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In Figure 10.5 the increasing cost curves of the competing fuel and decreasing costs for
solar heating systems according to our scenario are shown. For district heating systems
we can see a cost break-even in year 2008. Hence after that year, solar heating systems
for district heating should be economically competitive according to our cost
development model (maybe this never might happen in reality because systems suppliers
will not see the need to go under the lowest competitor). However, in our scenario we
presume that the cost development follows the connection to the market growth
established in chpt. 9.5.

In order to start up the market we must presume some governmental support, i. e. some
kind of subsidies corresponding to the difference between the costs or solar heat and
the cost of competing energy supply. This difference will decrease with time until a
certain year of-break-even. That means that the annual amount of subsidies will
increase toward a maximum because of an expected growing market, but after it
reached the maximum, it will decreases fast toward the point of break-even, as
indicated in Figure 10.6. The need of subsidies depends on type of system and energy
to replaced, but will definitely be limited in time and amount.

Germany
Market support
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G Small DHWS

D Small DHW

I District

• Mult. fam. DHWS high

[ I Block high

• Mult. fam. DHW high
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2010 2015

Figure 10.6: Scenario of subsidies for a developing solar collector market in Germany
(The upper three systems are competing with low price fuel and therefore
a support strategy for these types of systems might be questionable).

© Note: Our cost calculations do not include retail costs. These costs might affect
most strongly small systems which use an established net of distributors
Hence the conclusions about time for break-even and total amount of
subsidy are very sensitive for the price between production and market
prices as shown in Chpt. 10.5. This is indicated in Figure 10.7, where the
total support for solar energy systems on small houses is depicted as a
function of the initial difference (1995) between solar costs and the price
of competing fuel in Germany.
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hi Table 10.2 the amount of collectors, the total need of subsidies for each system and
the year of expected break-even are summarised. It can be seen that - as expected - the
market for block heating systems and multifamily DHW systems is most close to break-
even. Within 9 years from now could in Germany large systems for about 1700 000 m2

be installed with a total subsidy of ca 50 MECU (see Table 10.2).

Also systems for small houses can develop toward break-even during the considered
period. For DHW break-even is expected year 2008 and for combined DHWS systems
around 2011. Both systems need however a large amount of support, totally about
740 MECU. On the other hand, around 18 millions of m2 will be installed according to
this program.

The average need for support in this first trench of market development program is
about 30 ECU/m2 for large systems and about 42 ECU/m2 for small systems. After the
break-even it is assumed that the solar energy market will further develop on own
merits.

The remaining part of the market is competing with low priced fuel. These systems will
need support almost all of the analysed period and hence will in practice first be actual
when market conditions will change more drastically.

We can therefore summarise this section by stating that the economical potential for
solar heating systems is not directly evident for Germany. However, by means of a
relatively limited subsidy system it is possible to give a kick to market, which after
break-even is expected to further develop itself.
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25000030
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5000000
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20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55

Price difference ECU/MWh

Figure 10.7: Total amount of subsidies for DHW systems in Germany depending on
difference between market price and competing fuel price.
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Table 10.2. Subsidies for different type of solar heating systems - Germany:

Type of
system

Multi fam
DHW

Block heating

Multi fam.
DHWS

District
heating

Small house
DHW

Small DHWS
system

Multi fam.
DHW

Block heating

Multi fam.
DHWS

Solar
collectors
installed to
break-even

(m>)

155 000

270 000

215 000

1 058 000

6 050 000

11 400 000

1 180 000

Year of
break-even

2002

2004

2004

2008

2008

2011

2014

not

not

Amount of
subsidies to
break-even

(MECU)

4,1

14,0

6,5

27,4

327,2

410,4

79,3

205.5

78,6

Totally
installed
Year 2015

(m2)

2 550 000

4 170 000

2 090 000

3 540 000

22 000 000

21 000 000

2 550 000

4 130 000

2 090 000

Competing
fuel

High level oil

High level oil

High level oil

Low level oil

High level oil.
individual
systems

High level oil

Low level
oil

Low level oil

Low level oil
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10.6 The development of the solar heating market for the investigated countries

The results of the market development study are summarised in Appendix Al. -A6. The
analysis according to the example shown for Germany in chpt. 10.5 was also carried
out for all other countries, comparing cost development for solar energy systems with
costs for the main competing fuels in every country. The Figures in the Appendices
show the potential for small systems, large systems (multifamily houses, block heating
and district heating) and finally the cost development scenario. In this section we make
comments on the assumptions and results for each country. The results are summarised
in Table 10.3. but with less subdivision than in the example of Germany.

10.6.1 Sweden

Sweden has in comparison with other countries relatively low solar heat production,
making solar energy expensive. On the other hand has Sweden also low electricity
prices during the summer making all systems using electricity or heat pumps not
worthwhile to be replaced hi the next period of time. Of course this can change with a
nowadays liberalised power market, but in praxis that means that prices can fall in the
beginning of the period, whereas they can increase later on rapidly over today's level.
Anyhow, for our model we use a 4 % increase per year for electricity and 3 % per year
for fossil fuels, as we do for all other countries.

For large systems, only fossil fuels are considered to offer an economical potential for
solar energy, because electricity is priced to 20 ECU/MWh. For heat produced by fossil
fuels the price might vary from 35 ECU/MWh to 45 ECU/MWh depending on type of
consumer and summer efficiency of the plant.

Small systems use very often electricity during the summer for which the prices is
around 56 ECU/MWh. However hi a part of the systems oil is used, hi this case the real
costs might go up to 80 ECU/MWh because of the low production efficiency.

The technical potential for the systems where derived to 1,3 (+0,12) Mm2 for large
systems on multifamily houses, 1,7 (+0,04) Mm2 for block heating and district heating
systems (BCDH) and 4,3 (+0,15) Mm2 for systems on small houses. The figures hi
parenthesis are taking into account new buildings or block and district heating systems
to be built until year 2015.

The total need for subsidies for letting the market grow at the rate of supplying about
70% of the technical potential in 20 years is 226 MECU, of which 30 MECU is for
BCDH, 12 MECU for multifamily buildings and 184 MECU for small systems. These
subsidies are directed toward 593 000 m2 for district heating and block heating systems,
336 000 m2 for multifamily buildings and 2 300 000 m2 for small houses. It is obvious
that system for small houses need most of the support because of the fact that these
systems are most expensive both per m2 and per kWh. On the other hand, the need of
support for multifamily buildings is hi the average only 35 ECU/nr, those for block
heating and district heating 50 ECU/rrr and small systems 77 ECU/nr until break-even
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Table 10.3. Demand of subsidies for market developement in various countries

Block and
district
heating

Technical
potential yr.
2015 (m2)

Year for break-
even 1)

Support
needed for m2

Amount of
support
(MECU)

Multi fam.
houses

Technical
potential yr.
2015 (m2)

Year for break-
even 1)

Support
needed for m2

Amount of
support
(MECU)

Small
systems

Technical
potential yr.
2015 (m2)

Year for break-
even 1)

Support
needed for m2

Amount of
support
(MECU)

Sweden

1 710 000

2006-2013

593 000

30

1 300 000

2005 - 2011

336 000

12

4 260 000

2010 - 2014

2 370 000

184

Denmark

4 265 000

2004 -2015

1 290 000

56

360 000

2001 - 2015

160 000

5

1 094 000

2005 - 2008

557 000

29

Germany

18 300 000

2004 - 2008

1 330 000

41

13 100 000

2002 -2014

1 510 000

90

54 000 000

2000 - 2002

17 500 000

737

The
Netherlands

492 000

2008-2015

227 000

11

1 737 000

2007-2014

670 000

58

8 600 000

2011

4 600 000

158

Italy

7 500 000

2000 - 2007

1115

16

7 300 000

2004 - 2006

1 070 000

13

20 500 000

2000

2 520 000

19

Greece

530 000

2001 - 2009

45 000

1

1 170 000

2005

120 000

2,5

4 130 000

1996

130 000

2 ,5

) depending on type of system
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10.6.2 Denmark

The situation in Denmark should in many respects be similar to that in Sweden.
However, there are some differences which improve the market situation compared
with Sweden. First at all, the price for electricity - just like in all other countries
European countries - is higher than in Sweden. Furthermore in Denmark both energy
and CO2-taxes are rather high which gives renewable energies a better chance to
compete. Hence we price the competitive fuels for large consumer to a mean value
between the fuel prices for heavy fuel oil and coal, including all taxes, taken with 85%
efficiency, i.e. 30 ECU/MWh. For smaller consumers (real estates and block heating
respectively) we assume competition for both, the price level indicated above and a
higher level based on the use of light fuel oil with 70% efficiency, i.e. 50 ECU/MWh.
Finally for individually heated small houses we assume a resulting oil price of 80
ECU/MWh due to low summer efficiency. (If gas is to be used it is by the market
priced to the same level than oil).

It is not surprising under these assumption that the potential market in Denmark is very
large for block heating and district heating systems, as a large parts of the dwellings are
connected to them. The potential is limited by the large Danish efforts to introduce co-
generation, which is for the most European countries a strong competitor to solar
heating loads. It is to expect that an increased electricity demand for air-conditioning
will result in rather cheap surplus heat from co-generation plants in the future. In such a
case one must think over the solar system strategies and push forward harder the
development of seasonal storage systems which can take care of both solar heat and
district heating surplus.

The technical potential were found to be 0,4 (+0,10) Mm2 for large systems on
multifamily houses, 4,25 (+0,25) Mm2 for block heating and district heating systems
and 0,9 (+0,2) Mm2 for systems on small houses. The figures in parenthesis are taking
into account new systems to be built until year 2015.

There is a uncertainty about the subsidies needed to develop the market. In our
scenario we assume that half of the block heating will compete with high priced oil and
half with low priced oil. This has the consequence that the total subsidy for BCDH is
63 MECU. For systems for directly heated multifamily houses the need is 5 MECU and
for systems for small houses 17. Hence the total need for market support is 85 MECU.
With this support totally 1,88 Mm2 ( BCDH 1 290 000 m\ multifamily houses 160 000
m2 and small houses 410 000 m2 respectively) can be built. The average support will be
49 ECU/m2 for BCDH, 31 ECU/m2 for multifamily houses and 41 ECU/m2 for small
systems. If all block heating systems compete with highly priced fuel, the need for
subsidy can be reduced with 48 MECU. This should be analysed in more detail (for all
countries) in future work.

As shown above, small systems are more economic in Denmark than in Sweden and
hence need less support. The main reason for that is that the small systems in Denmark
compete with relatively high consumer costs for fossil heat.
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10.6.3 Germany

In Germany, as it was shown in dipt. 10.5, due to lower taxes, also the competing
consumer fuel prices are lower, namely 22 ECU/MWh (fuel efficiency 85%) for large
consumers and 40 ECU/MWh (including a fuel efficiency of 70%) for smaller
consumers within real estates companies. For small houses we use - according to the
information in the questionnaire - 50 ECU/MWh as a basis of comparison. This is a
smaller value then for Denmark, however it might reflect the difference in the national
energy policies.

According to the standard of buildings in Germany, the technical potential for solar
heating systems should be very large. On the other hand, we must have in mind that
much district heating is based on co-generation and that nowadays also many new small
block heating and small district heating systems are installing natural gas based co-
generation systems. Hence solar systems have in the future to compete with other
rational energy resources. We found the technical potential being 9,5 (+8,8) Mm: for
BCDH, 9,6 (+4,2) Mm2 for multifamily houses and 45 (+9) Mm2 for small systems.

The break-even times are very outspread under the period, the most effective systems
being systems for multifamily houses which should be economically in a couple of years
(2002). Systems for multifamily houses are very highly competitive on some parts of
the market, but take a longer time, when they have to compete with low priced fuel
(see Table 10.2). Block heating and district heating will also become economically
interesting rather soon, around 2004 - 2008, depending on the type of fuel they are
competing with. Systems for small houses will be competitive (with all reservations) in
the time span from 2008 - 2011.

The total amount of support needed is 41 MECU for BCDH systems, 90 MECU for
multi family houses and 737 MECU for small systems.

Hence the average need for support in this first trench of a market development
program is about 30 ECU/m2 for large systems and about 42 ECU/m2 for small
systems.

10.6.4 Th e Net It erlan ds

The market situation for heating in the Netherlands differs from that in Germany by
some considerable reasons. Natural gas is much more common, also for the use in
single family houses because of the high energy density in this country. On the other
hand district heating and block heating systems are not very common so far, but are
expected to expand very strongly. A part of these systems will certainly be not
accessible for solar heating systems because of the construction of co-generation plants
Hence the dominating market is expected to be that of solar heating systems for
individual houses and for small houses. The competing prices have been chosen as 26,5
ECU/MWh for large consumer, 35 ECU/MWh for smaller consumer and 50 ECU/MWh
for small systems.

In the Netherlands exists already today an interesting co-operation between the
Government, utilities and private home owners for making small solar heating systems
attractive for the market. In principle this system of subsidies makes up prices for solar
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heating plants between manufacturers and retailing energy companies, hence
circumventing or preventing retail margins of being charged to house owners.
However, it can be seen further down that these subsidies must continue for long-time
in order to let market grow until it can develop on own merits.

The total technical potential is estimated to be 490 000 nr collectors for BCDH.
1 737 000 m2 for multi family houses and 8 600 000 m2 for small houses. In order to
build a up a market, we need a support of totally 227 MECU in the Netherlands, i. e.
BCDH with 11 MECU, multi family houses with 58 MECU and small DHW systems
with 158 MECU. Within that support program, we might support 227 000 m2 collectors
for BCDH, 670 000 m2 for multi family houses and 4 600 000 m2 for small systems,
respectively. In the case of multi family houses, it becomes obvious that a large amount
of households has the possibility to get gas at quite low prices which makes solar
energy very hard to be introduced. Of course, this can change when new taxes, such as
for COi emissions will be introduced all over Europe.

Hence the average subsidy per m2 collector will be 48 ECU/m2 for BCDH, 86 ECU/m2

for multifamily houses and 34 ECU/m2 for small systems.

10.6.5 Italy

The solar heating potential in Italy is characterised - as is the case for Greece - by a
favourable climate in most parts of the country. Hence solar heat should be very well
suited for replacing fossil fuels on not to long term. Some applications are already of
economical interest today, if the low fuel efficiency during the summer season is taken
into account. These holds for all solar applications which are compared with a fuel
price of 50 MECU/kWh( = 35 ECU/MWh/0.7 for efficiency) and 65 ECU/MWh for
the energy costs of small systems. For large utilities not payiug taxes on fossil fuels we
calculate with an effective energy price of 25 ECU/MWh. In this case, it will take
around 10 years for solar heat getting economical (we should have in mind that we
calculate with an fuel price increase of 3% year above inflation). Although district
heating and block heating systems so far are not very strongly developed in Italy, we
calculate with an increasing interest for such heating systems in the future, both for the
reason of implementation of co-generation systems, but also for the reason of the use of
solar energy.

Under these presumptions the technical potential will be about 3,2 (+4,3) Mm2 for
BCDH, 6,3 (+1,0) Mm2 for multifamily houses and 19,1 ( + 1,4) for small systems.
Economical break-even based on the fuel heating costs of 50 ECU/MWh is expected
between 2000 and 2007 for BCDH, 2004 - 2006 for multifamily houses and around
2000 for small systems. The need for subsidies is 16 MECU for BCDH. 13 for
multifamily houses and 19 for small systems, which gives a total of 48 MECU.

With this support, installations with 2 180 000 m2 for large systems and 2 520 000 m2

for small systems are expected to being built. This corresponds to an average low
subsidy for collectors for large systems of 13 ECU/m2 and 8 ECU/nr respectively for
small systems. Hence Italy, and as we will see in the next chapter, Greece have really a
large potential of supplying solar energy on an accountable basis for house heating and
preparation of hot water.
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10.6.6 Greece

The situation for Greece has already been discussed in chpt. 10.4. In Greece, a solar
heat market for small collector systems does already exist. Break-even is expected for
1996. The fact that a market already existed long before this date reflects the situation
that the alternative costs for small systems in many cases are much higher than 65
ECU/MWh anticipated in this study. In analogy to that we suspect that also the
competing costs for small consumers (50 ECU/MWh) and larger consumers (25
ECU/MWh) might be chosen too low.

In any case, large systems based on 50 ECU/MWh are already economical today.
Systems which must compete with the lowest price will - on the other hand - reach
break-even first at the latest year 2009. Hence in this - most unfavourable case - a
subsidy of totally 1,2 MECU for the first 45.000 m2 collectors in BCDH and 2,5 MECU
for 120 000 m2 collectors in multifamily houses would be appropriate. (The calculations
showed also a demand of 2,5 MECU for 130.000 m2 collectors for leading small
systems to break-even 1996, but we do not think that this support will be really
necessary).

The total technical potential is 570 000 m2 for BCDH, 1 170 000 m2 for multifamily
houses and 4 100 000 m2 for small systems.

Hence we can conclude that Greece is the sole among the investigated countries where
solar energy has already a market today and where only small additional supporting
measures are necessary in order to let the market break through also for large systems
Therefore we are convinced that Greece will and must play a leading role for the
development of the solar collector market in the rest of Europe.
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The Solar Market Potential with developed Seasonal Storage
Systems

Solar heating plants with seasonal storage are since more than twenty years a main
target for R&D. especially in countries with a old tradition of Block heating and district
heating systems. A series of Pilot plants have been built, first generation plants during
the 1980:s in Sweden, Denmark and Germany (see evaluation of existing plants,
Dalenback, 1995), New projects have been built or are under construction especially in
Denmark and Germany.

Large-scale diurnal heat storages are common components in mauy district heating
systems and thus the technology do not pose a problem as such. The main problem is
that the seasonal storage doe's not contribute to the energy production - it rather
disperses energy - but is a quite costly load management component, essentially
increasing the costs of solar energy. On the other hand, the seasonal storage can help to
considerably increase the annual solar fraction and hence the amount of solar heat
which can be received by solar heating plants, but for higher solar heating costs. The
Tables in Appendic C show the solar fractions used for the determination of the net
market potential in various countries with diurnal storages: from 12 % in Northern
district heating systems to 35 - 50 % in more southern climates. With seasonal storages,
it is meaningsful to design for solar fractions up to 70 - 80 % (Dalenback, 1993).

In Figure 11.1, the typical costs for seasonal storages are depicted as a function of the
storage size in kWh storage capacity (it is assummed that the specific costs per kWh
are similar for both water storages and duct storages. Aquifers might be cheaper, but
are not available on many locations).
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Figure 11.1: Heat storage costs as a function of storage capacity.
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Because of the fact that large storages include a lot of local construction work rather
than mass production, it is not probable to expect an essential cost reduction with
increasing market. On the opposite, large demands can lead to increased prices
depending on the local working situation. The largest factor expected to influence the
storage costs is the size of the storage. Hence there is a large difference in the specific
costs for a storage if diurnal heat or seasonal heat should be supplied. Anyhow, the
total costs for the storage in a CSHPSS will be higher than that for diurnal storage
systems. The typical investment costs for a medium size storage today are about 1 - 3
ECU/ kWh,year. With an annuity of 0,1, this corresponds to addditional costs of 10 -
300 ECU to the produced solar MWh. Therefore we think, thai the market for such
systems will not develop very rapidly during the time span considered in this study.

However, the technical potential for CSHPSS in a longer run is quite high. A large
amount of district heating and block heating systems can be converted to CSHPSS with
high solar fractions. For 2015, we have derived the total capacity of block heating and
district heating systems to about 350 TWh in the 6 countries (see appendix C). If just
only 10 % of them will be converted to solar energy - in addition to that what is shown
in chapter 7. - with a solar fraction of 70 %, the solar potential for CSHPSS will be
about 25 TWh corresponding to another 55 Mm2 collectors adding to the market. As
illustration can be cited an older study (Wahlman m fl.,1984) pointing out that the
potential for BCDH systems in Sweden can rise from 2, 3 TWh to 7 TWh if systems
with seasonal storage will be introduced.

Summarizing we can state that the European solar heating potential for systems with
diurnal storage is large enough in order to motivate a strong industrial development
for solar collectors. Seasonal storage concepts, as well established as new ones, need
further development and demonstration towards lower costs. On the other hand,
systems with seasonal storage can increase the market by a factor 2 to 3. Therefore a
joint European Program for the further development of CSHPSS should be well
motivated.
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12. Conclusions and Recommendations

Aim of the study

The objective of the study was to show the potential for large systems in residential
applications, i.e. multifamily residential buildings as well as district heating systems and
block heating systems. However also small systems for single family houses were
included. The reason is that the market for small houses is about 50% larger than the
market for large systems and hence covers about 60% of the solar heating market.

Only systems with diurnal storage are investigated. Systems with seasonal storage
(CSHPSS) can multiply the technical potential found in this study, however, it is judged
that such systems must be further developed in order to find their way to the market.
Because of the uncertainity concerning costs and time for market maturity we refrained
of including CSHPSS in this study.

Market potential

It was found that in general the size of the available roof surface is not a limiting factor
for the application of solar energy with diurnal storage. However, unfavourable
orientation of roofs and partial shading of roof surfaces by other buildings will reduce
the potential in many European countries to 30 - 40 % of the existing dwellings.

Cogeneration plants with low heat production costs are found to make it impossible for
solar plants to compete on many of the district heating systems. Other low cost
production sources (waste heat, refuse, biomass fuel etc.) are also tough competitors
for many district heating systems. Solar plants in smaller block heating stations have a
better prospect of competing for a large proportion of the heating plants.

Greece is the sole among the investigated countries where solar energy already has a
market today and where only small additional supporting measures are necessary in
order to let the market break through also for large systems.

Heat from fossil fuels, i. e. oil or natural gas, is the principal form of heat which solar
heating systems has to and can compete with in larger systems.

In many Southern countries, solar energy should have a very good position in the
market of small houses using either electricity or light oil with low efficiency for
making DHW. In Central Europe and Northern Europe, where district and block
heating has a longer tradition, also central solar heating systems will play an important
role supplying about 25% of the total solar heat. Individual systems for multifamily
houses will only cover one sixth of the total potential.

The total potential for solar collectors is about 100 millions m2 for small systems and 60
millions m2 for large systems. Hence the market is large enough for feeding a
technically well developed solar collector industry.

The technical market potential for solar collectors is about 1 m2 per inhabitant in
Northern and Central Europe, but only ca 0,5 m2 per inhabitant in Southern regions due
to a more favourable cliinate.
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The total European solar collector market can be estimated to being between 250 Mm:

and 400 Mm2 collectors.

The potential solar heating market can make a substantial reduction in the use of fossil
fuels and hence will have an significant impact on the environment.

Market development

The only way for solar energy systems to become competitive is an appreciable cost
and price reduction. This is expected to be realised due to market growth and improved
production technologies.

It is also assumed that there will be a steady progress towards efficiency improvement
in course of time with 1 % a year during the next twenty years.

The European market can and must grow at least by an order of magnitude in many
countries, before a cost break-even compared to other heating systems can be achieved.

For our market development scenario we assume that the cost development for solar
heating systems is a result of a Common European solar collector market. This means
that in some countries solar heating systems are already competitive enough in order to
allow the market to grow and the price to decrease. However, for most European
countries it is not possible to reach the market volume corresponding to competitive
solar costs without some market support measures. These subsidies should cover the
difference between the actual solar costs and alternative energy costs.

The total amount of subisidies rrequired to achieve a market of 160 Mm- collectors is
about 1400 MECU according to this study. For this public grants, a solar heating
capacity of about 70 TWh/year - mostly replacing fossil fuels - can be achieved.

Systems with seasonal storage can increase the market by a factor 2 and 3. It should be
very attractive to build such systems hi southern countries such as Greece.

Recommendations

In order to develop the market within a reasonable time, a collector industry comprising
a production capacity of some tenth of millions m2 per year must be established within
the next decade or so.

The European countries should agree upon a common plan for subsidising solar heating
systems (or for internalising external costs of fossil fuels) in order to achieve a market
growth, which as soon as possible leads towards cost break-even.

Special development agreements should be untertaken within the European community
for developing the solar energy market in countries with favourable climate such as
Spain, Portugal, Italy, France. Slovenia. The market development in these countries
should need less subsidy than the market development in more Northern countries.

A joint European Program for the further development of CSHPSS and especially
seasonal storage technology is strongly recommended.
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Evaluation of number of buildings
Total surface i
Living area m !/unit m ;

Total nb. of dwellings
Cnorgy consurnp! kWh/fn?,yr
Tot energy cons. TWh/yr
kWh/dwelling kWh/dwelling

Energy supply
District heating TWh/yr
Block heating TWh/yr
House system TWh/yr
of which oil heated TWh/yr
of which electricity TWh/yr
other TWh/yr

Number of
dwellings connected
to house system
of which use oil
of which use electricity
of which use oil and bio

Roof surface available
Roofper dwelling mVdwelling

Appendix A: Statistics

Multifamily houses

Sweden Denmark

Obstacle
protection
orientation
shadowing
Utilization (obstacle)

That means we have
left nb of dwellings

%

%

%

%

oil

el

Evaluation of potential for solar collectors and energy replacment
Collector surface
DHW m'/dwelling 5.0
DHW +space m'.'dwelling 12 0

Germany The Netherlands Italy Greece

75 500 000
/ 9

7 2 2 1 5 19
184

32

14 536

20 0
4 . 0

8 . 0

6 .0

2.0

550 358

412 768
137 589

45 000 000
40.0

5 .0

45.0
30.0
36.6

75 485
25 162

72 309 000
75

964 120
125

9

9 375

6.1

1.5

1.4

2 .0

0 .1

0 . 7

149 333

213 333
10 667
74 667

2 4 000 000
35.0

10.0
45.0
30.0
34.7

73 920
3 696

1 147

17

1 1

7

6 0 5

2

000 000
6 6

378 788
2 1 0

2 4 1

13 860

50.0
37.0

154.0
100.0

50.0

111 111

215 007

000 000
35.0

5 . 0

50.0
40.0
24.0

680 125

9 ; ooo ooo
6 0

1 61 6 667
1 8 0

17

10 800

3.0

1.5

13.0
14.0

0 . 0

1 203 704

1 296 296

25 000 000
15.5

5 .0

45.0
30.0
36.6

4 74 120
0

660 000 000
6 0

1 1 000 000
1 2 0

79

7 200

1.0

20.0
58.0
58.0

8 055 556

8 055 556

2 20 000 000
20.0

25.0
50.0
40.0
22.5

1 812 500
0

80 000 000
HO

i ooo ooo
R!>

7

6 800

0 . 0

0.1

6 .0

6 .0

0 . 7

982 353

982 353

26 6G6 067
26.7

5 .0

20.0
35.0
49.4

485 282
0

4.0
7.5

2 5
80

2.75 3 0
8 0

2 0

POTMULT.XLS Appendix A 1 1996-01-05



Apas - Large-scale Solar Healing Systems Market Potential

APAS • project
Large systems

Appendix A: Statistics

Multifamily houses

Sweden Denmark Germany The Netherlands Italy Greece

Producing solar heat DHW
- solar DHW + space

Total DHW
Total • DHWS

Type of system
DHW system
DHW + space heat

Technical pot en rial
for house systems
Summa

kWh/m'.yr
kWh/m'.yr

kWh/dwelling
kWh/dwelling

oil,
el,

2
3

966

322

1 288

400
270

000

240

80.0

20.0

1 79

0 70

277

1

2

34 7

17

364

440
310

760

325

80.0

20.0

424

371

795

1

2

9 648

322

9 648

470
340

1 7b

720

80.0

20.0

450

070

450

460

1 265

0

100.0

0.0

1 303 83!

0

1 303 831

2
4

6 343

6 343

690
540

070

320

90.0

10.0

750

0

750

7 2 0

440
0

100.0
0.0

.9 70 56b
0

970 565

Replacing TWh/yr 0.43 0.14 3 91 0.52 3.90 0.63

Market developing
New production
Unit area

Energy consumption
Utilization (obstacle)
Connected to District heating
Connected to Block heating
Weighted rest suitable
for collectors
System size DHW
System size DHWS
DHW
DHW + Space

Potential for collectors
per year

dwelling/yr

m'/dwelling

kWh/ m ;

%

%

%

%

units

m>

m 1

%

%

m1

10 000

75.0

75.0

50.0

10.0

70.0

10.0

1 000

4.0

10.0

70.0

30.0

5 800

15 000

65.0

75.0

60 0

60.0

20.0

12.0

1 800

3.0

6 0

70.0

30 0

7 020

135 000
65.0

75.0

60.0

30.0

5.0

39.0

52 650

2.0

8.0

70.0

30.0

200 0 /()

25 000
60.0

75,0

50.0

30.0

10.0

30.0

7 500

2.8

0.0

IOO.O
0.0

20 625

35 000
65.0

75.0

70.0

10.0

40.0

35.0

12 250

3.0

8.0

80.0

20.0

4.9 000

10 000
60 0

10.0

60.0

0.0

20.0

48.0

4 800

2.0

0 0

100.0

0 0

9 600

POTMI II T X! Appendix A 2 1996-01-05



Apas Large-scale Solar Heating Systems Market Potential

Appendix A: Statistics

APAS • project
Large systems

Renovation rare
Unit area
Energy consumption
Utilization (obstacle)
Connected to District heating
Connected to BlockC
Weighted rest suitable for
for collectors

System size DHW
System size DHWS
DHW
DHW + Space

Potential for collectors
for new houses per year

% year
m'/dwelling
kWh/ m !

%

%

%

%

units

m2

m '

%

%

m!/vear

Multifamily houses

Sweden

2.0

79.0
100.0
37 0
20.0

5 . 0

28.0
12 350

5 . 0

12.0
70.0
30.0

87 687

Denmark

2.0

75.0
100 0
50.0
60.0
20.0

7.0

1 336

3 .0

6 .0

70.0
30.0

5 211

Germany

2.0

66.0
100 0
24.0
20.0

5.0
18.0

62 564

2.5
8.0

70.0
30.0

259 639

The Netherlands

2.0
75.0

100.0
36.6
30.0
10.0
22.0

7 09 3

2.8

0 .0

100.0
0 . 0

19 526

Italy

2.0
60.0

100.0
22.5

5 .0

25.0
15,8

34652

3.0

8 .0

90.0
10.0

121 275

Greece

2 0
80.0
70 0
50.0

0 . 0

10 0
45.0

9 000

2.0

0 0
100.0

0 . 0

18 000

POTMULT.XLS

District Heating and Block
Today
District Heating
Specific production
Production
Solar fraction
Technical Potential
Part of which is fossil
(no cogeneration)
Economical and
Physical limitation
Potential 1995

Block Heating
Specific production
Production
Solar fraction

Technical Potential
Part of which is fossil
(no cogeneration)
Economical and
Physical limitation
Potential 1995

heating Plants

kWh/m'.yr
TWh/yr
%

TWh/yc
%

TWh/yr
%

TWh/yr
m!

kWh.m'.yr
TWh/yr
%

TWh/yr

%

TWh yi
%

TWh/yc
m!

3 6 0

45.0
12.0

5.4

18.0
1.0

30.0
0 .3

,9/0 000

3 6 0

5.5
12 0

0 .7

70.0
0,5

70,0
0 3

898 333

4 0 0

25.0
12.0

3.0

40.0
1.2

50.0
0 .6

; 500 ooo

4 0 0

15.0
15.0

2.3
70 0

1.6

70.0
1 1

2 756 250

Appendix

4 4 0

100.0
12.0
12.0
28 0

3.4

35.0
1 2

2 940 000

4 4 0

50.0
15.0

7.5

70.0
5 3

50.0
2.6

6 562 500

A 3

4 2 0

3.0

12.0
0.4

10.0
0 .0

50.0
0.0

50 000

4 2 0

1.5

15 0
0.2

20 0
0 .0

70.0
0 .0

8 7 500

6 30
1 .0

20.0

0.2

20.0
0 . 0

50.0
0 . 0

36 364

6 3 0

20.0
25.0

5 .0

50 0
2.5

70 0
1.8

3 181 818

6 5 0

0 .0

30.0
0 . 0

100.0
o.o

70 0
0 0

0

HbO

0.1

50.0
0 . 0

100.0
o o

70 0
0 0

36 6 1 5

1996 01-OS



Apas • Large-scale Solar Heating Systems - Market Potential

APAS project
Large systems

Appendix A: Statistics

Multifamily houses

Sweden Denmark Germany 1 he Netherlands Italy Greece

Total existing

Forcast until 2015
District Heat

1 708 333 4 256 250 9 50? 500 137 500 3 218 182 3fi fi 1 5

Production
Solar traction
Technical Potential
Part of which is fossil
(no cogeneration)
Economical and
Physical limitation
Potential 2015

Block Heat
Production
Solar fraction
Technical Potential
Part of which is fossil
(no cogeneration)
Economical and
Physical limitation
Potential 2015

TWh'yr
%

TWh'yr

%

TWh'yr
%

TWh/yr
m'

TWh/yr
%

TWh/yr
%

TWh/yr
%

TWh/yr
m'

Total 2015

54.0
15.0

8.1

15.0
1.2

5.6

20.0
1 012 500

5.5

20.0
1.1

40.0
0 . 4

40.0
0.3

733 333

1 745 833

30 0
?0.0

6 .0

10 0
0.6

50.0
0 .3

750 000

15.0
25.0

3.8

50.0
2 .0

20.0
1.5

2 500 000

3 250 000

120.0
15.0
18 0

?5.0
4.S

45.0
2.5

ft 625 OOO

65.0
20.0
13.0
65.0

8.5

30.0
5.9

12 675 000

18 300 000

5 .0

15.0
0 .8

10.0
0.1

40.0
0.05

10-1 167

5 . 0

20.0

1.0

20.0
0.2

25.0
0.2

388 889

493 056

10.0
30,0

3.0

30.0
0 .9

40.0
0 .6

SI a 182

3 0

35.0
10.5
70.0

5.3

40.0
4 .4

6681818.2

7 500 000

1 .0
30,0

0 ,3

10.0
0 . 0

10.0
0.0?

32 303

b 0
50.0

2.5

20 0
0.5

30.0
0 .4

838 462

570 769

POTMULT XLS Appendix A A 1996-01-05



APAS -Large scale Solar Heating System - Market Potential

APAS • project
Single family houses

Evaluation of number of buildings

Appendix B: Statistics

Single family houses

Sweden Denmark Germany The Netherlands Italy

Evaluation of potential for solar collectors and energy replacement
Solar energy coverage
DHW mVdwelling 5.0
DHW +space mJ/dwelling 12.0

5.0
7.5

5.0
12.0

3.5 3.0
10.0

Greece

Total surface
Living area mVunit
Total nb. of dwellings
Energy consumpt.
Tot energy cons.
Energy per dwelling

Energy supply
District heating
Block heating
House system
of which oil heated
of which electricity
Stoves heating

Number of dwellings
connected to
house system

of which use oil
of which use electricity
of which use oil and bio

Roof surface available
Roof per dwelling

Obstacle
protection
orientation
shadowing
Utilization (obstacle)

That means we have
left nb of dwellings

m '

m 1

kWh/m'.yr
TWh/yr
* Wh/dwellmg

TWh/yr
TWh/yr
TWh/yr
TWh/yr
TWh/yr
TWh/yr

mVdwelling

%

%

%

%

oil

el

2 75 000 000
142

1 936 620
175

4 8

74 850

1.0

1.0

46.0
6.0

16 0

; 851 107

241 449
643 863
281 690

1 70 000 000
8 8

5.0

40.0
20.0
45.6

1 10 101
293 602

176 226 000
1 3 0

1 355 585
1 6 0

28

20 800

6.8

12.4
9 .0

7.0

.184 615

336 538

176 226 000
1 3 0

5 .0

40.0
20.0
45.6

153 462

1 583

14

13

7

1 700

R

000 000
1 0 6

877 820
2 4 0

3 8 0

25 536

20.0
13.0

347.0
200.0

100.0

588 659

832 080

000 000
1 14

5 . 0

30.0
30.0
46.6

325 52 1

370

4

4

4

2 0 0

2

000 000
80

625 000
225

83
1R 000

83.3
83.3

62 7 7 78

62 7 7 78

000 000
4 3

5 .0

30.0
25.0
49.9

308 104

8 0 0

8

8

6

1

5 3 3

3

000 000
1 0 0

000 000
1 5 0

1 2 0

15 000

120.0
92.7
27 3

000 000

1 78 862
821 138

333 333
1 0 0

15.0
20.0
20.0
54.4

361 301
990 699

180 000 000
1 2 0

1 500 000
85
15

10 200

12.2
12 7

3.1

/ 4.96 0/8

1 496 078

1 20 000 000
8 0

5 .0

10.0
10.0
77.0

1151 232

3.0

POTSING.XLS Appendix B 1 1 49B (I I OS



APAS -Large-scale Solar Heating System • Market Potential

APAS - project
Single family houses

Appendix B: Statistics

Single family houses

Sweden Denmark Germany The Netherlands Italy Greece

Producing solar heat DHW
- solar DHW + space

DHW
DHWS

Type of system
DHW system
DHW + spaceheat

Technical potential
system for small houses
Summa

Replacing TWh/yr

kWh/m'.yr
kWh/mJ,yr

kWh/dwellmg
kWh/dwelling

oil,
el.

350
230

1 750
2 760

70
30

/ 693 714
2 084 571
3 778 286

1.09

1

2

882

882

390

270

950

025

70

30

404

404

0.30

420

300

2 100

3 600

70

30

44 91 1 I 9fl

44 91 1 198

18.13

1

8 0 78

8 078

410

435

100

365

365

3.31

14

4

19

600
450

1 800

4 500

80

20

789 724

359 076

148 800

10 18

f>:?o

1 890

100

3 453 69 7

3 453 697

2 18

Market developing
Mew production
Unit area
Energy consumption
Utilization (obstacle)
Connected to District heating
Connected to BlockC
Weighted rest suitable for
collectors
System size DHW
System size DHWS
DHW
DHW + Space

Potential for collectors
per year

dwelling/yr
mJ/dwelling
kWh/ m2

10 000
1 10

100

50.0

5.0

30.0

32.5

3 250

5.0

12.0

70

30

'3 075

10 000
1 10

100

70.0

30.0

40.0

21.0

2 100

4 0

6.0

60

40

10 080

18? 000
100

100

70,0

5.0

35.0

42.0

76 440

4.0

10.0

70

30

443 352

80 000
80

100

60.0

0.0

0.0

60.0

48 000

3.5

0.0

100

0

168 000

20 000
1 10

100

80.0

0.0

20.0

64.0

12 800

3

10

70

30

65 280

1 5 000
100

70

HO.O

0 0

10.0

72.0

10 800

.10

0.0

100

0

32 400

POTSING XI R Appendix B 2 1 99fi 0 1 (lii
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Appendix B: Statistics

APAS • projecT
Single family houses

Single family houses

Sweden Denmark Germany The Netherlands Italy Greece

Renovation rate
Unit area
Energy consumption
Utilization (obstaclel
Connected to District heating
Connected to BlockC
Weighted rest suitable for
for collectors

% per ye,ir
m'/dwelling
kWh' m1

\

%

%

%

units

? 0 2.0 2 .0 2 .0 2 0 2 0

System size DHW
System size DHWS
DHW
DHW + Space

Potential for collectors
for new houses per year

%
%

14?

1?5

4R 0
20 0

5 0
35.0

13 423

5 . 0

12.0
7 0

3 0

35 304

1 3 0

1 25
46.0
30 0
40 0
1 3.5

3 709

4 . 0

6 .0

6 0

4 0

27 329

106

126

47 0
0 0

10 0
42.3

125 868

4 . 0

10.0
70

3 0

730 025

1 30
1 30

50 0
0 0
0 . 0

50.0
46 250

3.5

0 . 0

1 0 0

0

161 875

1 0 0

125

S4 4
0 .0

0 . 0

54.4
ai 040

3 0
10.0

8 0

2 0

382 976

1 2 0

>0

! 1 0
0 0
0 . 0

II.0
2 3 100

3,0

0 ,0

1 0 0

0

69 300

POTSING.XLS Appendix h" 3 I >)flli 0 ] O h



APAS Large-Scale solar heating systems - Market potential

Appendix Cl: Solar Potential for District Heating Systems

COUNTRY

Year for data

Reference

1. Subscribed demand
GW

2. Heat delivered TWh

3. Number of
companies

4. Part cogeneration '/•

5. Number of co-
generation, stations

Fuel distribution %

6. Coal %

7. Oil V.

8. Natural gas %

9. Wood and peat %

10. Refuse V.

11. Heat pumps %

12. Electricity V.

13. Other sources %

Potential year 201S

14. Heat delivered to
pipes TWh

15. Solar fraction 201S
%

16. Technichal
potential TWh

17. Not cogeneration
or other low running
costs %

18. Other restrictions
%

19. Net solar potential
TWh

Sweden

1994

(1), (2)

21,4

42

161

31

42

9

14

7

25

17

15

5

9

54

15

8,1

5,6

20

0,36

Denmark

1991

(3)

18,6

25

365

60

40

63

2

14

12(2)

9

30

20

6,0

10

50

0,3

Germany

1991

(3)

55,5

101

200

57

291

67

3

17

7

6

120

15

18

25

45

2,48

The
Netherlands

1991

(3)

3,4

4,2

21

92

36

15

2

78

5

5

15

0,75

10

40

0,045

Italy

1991

(3)

1,5

2,1

22

80

41

17

25

55

2

1

10

30

3

30

40

0,60

Greece

1991

(3)

0

1

30

0.3

10

30

0,02

Total

174

220

16.4

36,15

3,80

POTMARTB.DOC
Appendix C, version 95-01 -07
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APAS Large-Scale solar heating systems - Market potential

Appendix C.2 Solar Potential for Block Heating Systems

COUNTRY

Year of data

Reference

1. Heat production
1995 TWh

2. Heat Production
2015 TWh

3. Solar fraction. %

4. Technichal potential
TWh

5. Not coeneration or
other low running
costs %

6. Other restrictions %

7. Net solar potential
TWh

Sweden

1995

(4), (5)

4

4

20

0,8

40

40

0,26

Denmark

1995

(6)

25

15

25

3,75

50

20

1.5

Germany

1994

(6)

50

65

20

13

65

30

5,92

The
Nether-
lands

1994

(6)

1,5

5

20

1,0

20

25

0,18

Italy

1994

(6)

20

30

35

10,5

70

40

4,41

Greece

1994

(6)

5

50

2,5

20

30

0,35

Total

77

28,3

12,62

References

1. Statistics from 1994, Swedish District Heating Association, 1995

2. Forecast - 1995, Swedish District Heating Association, 1995

3. District Heating Statistics for the Member Countries, Unichal Conference in
Paris, 1993

4. Solar heating prospects for block heating stations and small district heating
systems (in Sweden), Jan-Olof Dalenback and Anders Asblad, Chalmers
University,Inst. for Energy Analysis, 1995

5. Electricity production by cogeneration plants for block heating stations, Report
85:57, by the research organisation "VAST" for Swedish power plant owners
federation, 1985 **

6. Information received by authors from representatives of the various countries
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APAS -Large-scale Solar Heating System - Market Potential

APPENDIX Dl: Market Potential Sweden

35OOOOO

3000000

2500000

| 2000000

S 1500000

E
1000000

500000

—- —

1995

Sweden
Large systems

2000 2005 2010

Year

- -

/

2015

~ Multi fam. buildings

District Heating

- - " Block Heating

Total Existing

New Buildings

New distr + block ;

— - Total

Annual product.

Sweden
Small systems

Fxist tech. potential

New houses

-Total

"Annual product.

" ~ " Acrum. prod

c

"r
3
O

160 0

140.0

120.0

100.0

8 0 0

600

40.0

200

0.0

-

—

1995

Sweden
Solar heating economy

- • -

~ ' - j _ f c ,

~ ~ - — - ^ _ _ _ ~

- - - - -

• » - _ ^ ^ -~~

. - - ~~~ ""• • " » . _ ^ * ^ - - - *s

- . - - - , ,

2000 2005 2010

Year

-
-—

- • ^ ' - ^ »

j i ^

2015

fossil low

^ ^ ~ fossil + el high

fossil small

Small DHW

Small DHWS

— " -Mu l t . fam. DHW

Mult. fam. DHWS

' Block heating

District heating

—

25OOOOOO

20000000

15000000

UJ
10000000

5000000

maas

1995

Sweden
Market support

...

Ma«fej..iLV'- l':steag^. ^ ^

2000 2005 2010

Year

:

k

^Smal lDHWS

W Block low

p M u l t . fam. DHWS low

UBIock high

riSmall DHW

• Mult. fam. DHWS high

0Mult. fam DHW low

i.lMult. fam. DHWI\igh

Snistrid heat

2015
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APPENDIX D2: Market Potential Denmark

Denmark
Large systems

2015

™" " Exist, tech. potential

District heating

" * Block heating

" Total existing

1 New Buildings

New distr. + block

- -Total

Annual product.

Accum. product.

M
o

co
l

E

1 200 000

1 000 000

800 000

8OO OOO

400 000

200 000

0 »"=

1995

_ _ - —

2000

Denmark
Small systems

» • • " " • ' " " "

2005 2010

Year

2015

Potential

New

Total

• " "Accum prod

I

Denmark
Solar heating economy

0.0

1995 2000 2005

Year

2010 2015

6000000

5000000

3 4000000
o
m 3000000

2000000

1000000 ^ ^ H

0 l^ isasl l

1995

Denmark
Market support

<fl!lj]f
11

fjjw ""

V
--

!lf i\

Ik!i llliill
2000 2005 2010 2015

Vear

^Mul t . fam DHWS low

III Block low

HMult. fam DHW low

DSmall DHWS

CD District heating

• Small DHW

IS Block high

nMult. fam. DHWS high

HMult. fam. DHWhigh
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APPENDIX D3: Market Potential Germany

Germany
Large systems
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APPENDIX D4: Market Potential The Netherlands
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APPENDIX D5: Market Potential Italy
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APPENDIX D6: Market Potential Greece
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Appendix E.1 Market Potential Study - Questionnaire

Nb

1

1.1

1.2

1.3

2

2.1

2.2

2.3

2.4

Item

Country

Number of inhabitants

Population density
Percentage of inhabitants living in an area with

1 - 9 inhabitants/km2 %

10 - 29 - " - %

30-100 - " - %

> 100 - " - %

Living in rural areas %

Living in city areas %

Climate description

Name representative city for the climate below

Average monthly mean temperature

January °C

April °C

July °C

Average global horizontal solar radiation
(monthly mean)

January kWh/m2

April kWh/m2

July kWh/m2

Annual average kWh/m2

Average Sunshine hours per month
January h

April h

July h

Year total h

Answer

APASTOM DOC - 1 - 30 July. 1995
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Appendix E.2

Nb

2.5

3

3.1

3.2

3.3

3.4

3.5

3.6

4

4.1

Item

A system with an efficient FP collector (UL =
3.5 W/(m2K), TIO= 0.8) and a daily storage will
produce about the following solar fraction
during a month (for both heat and warm
water)

Size of collector: m2

Solar fraction January %

April %

July %

Total year %

Building statistics

Total Amount ( m2) of living area in
residential buildings

1-4 dwellings

>4 dwellings < 100 dwellings

> 100 dwellings

Average living area per dwelling (m2)

Percentage of buildings > 30 years old

< 30 years old

New production (m2)
average for the last 5 years

Percentage of buildings with flat roofs %

inclined roofs %

Total roof area of residential buildings (m2)

Energy consumption of residential
area
(give as recent values as possible)

Specific annual energy consumption

- house heating (kWh/yr per m2 living area)

- hot water (kWh/per person)

Answer

Multifamily
buildings
(100 dwell.)

Small house
(1 dwell.)

Multifamily
buildings

Multifamily
buildings

Small house

Small house
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Appendix E.3

Nb

4.2

5

5.1

5.2

6

6.1

6.2

Item

Average ambient air temperature above which
no heating is needed

°C

Heat supplies:

Heating and DHW needs are supplied
approximately in the following way:

(give TWh/yr)

District Heating > 10 MW

Block heating stations 1-10 MW

Small central heating 0.1 - 1 MW

Individual heating < 100 kW

Main heat sources: (TWh/yr)

Fossil

Biomass

Electricity

District heating fossil

biomass

electricity

cogeneration

Other

Heating systems
(Percentage of living area)

Type

Water distribution %

Air distribution %

Direct electric resistance %

Other %

General age of systems

older than 20 years %

less than 20 years %

Answer

Multifamily
buildings

\

Small house

Multifamily
buildings

Multifamily
buildings

Small house

Small house

Multifamily
buildings

Small house
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Appendix E.4

Nb

7

7.1

7.2

7.3 a

7.3 b

7.4

8.

8.1

8.2

8.3

8.4

Item

Energy prices
(including all taxes except VAT)
(1995 ECU/MWh)

Consumer price of electricity
high level

low level

Consumer price for oil or gas
(the lower of both)

Biomass

Which amount of the total heating load can
be supplied by biomass ? %

Current Investment costs for solar Energy
systems (daily storage)
(ECU/ annual produced kWh)

< 10 m2

10 - 100 m2

> 100 m2

Obstacles

Which percentage of roofs cannot not be
furnished with collectors because of public
protective measures (i. e. historical buildings,
old cities m m) %

Which percentage of residential buildings is in
such a thermal shape that it is not worthwhile to
install solar collectors without to renovate them
%

Which percentage of roof surfaces of residential
buildings have not sufficient access to solar
radiation %

Will the availability of capital (both private and
public) for large solar investments be a limiting
factor in your country ?

( Yes, somewhat, no)

Answer

Load:

1 house 100 dwellings

DHW

only

DHW and

space heating
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Appendix E.5

Nb

9.

9.1

9.2

9.3

9.4

10.

10.1

10.2

10.3

Item

Energy policies

Ranking of environmental consciousness
compared to other national priorities

(high, medium, low)

Exists a positive public attitude for renewable
energies including solar ?

Private persons

Politicians and authorities

Industrial and business management

Press and other mass media

(high, medium, low)

Are subsidy programs for market introduction
of solar heating carried out or planned ?
If yes, which amount per year ?
(MECU)

How many m2 solar collectors are installed
today totally in your country?

Market potential

Please state your own estimate of a possible
market potential for large scale solar energy
systems in your country ? (give m2)

Systems < 100 m2 Year 2000

2005

2010

Systems > 100 m2 Year 2000

2005

2010

Systems with Year 2000
seasonal storage

2005

2010

Answer
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Appendix E.6

Nb Item

11 Further comments

lease comment anything which you think could be of value for making a
market potential study belonging to your country. Political situation, other
priorities, acceptance of centralised systems, ownership of buildings,
planned energy conservation measures, market stimulation and so on.

Especially information about.

is natural gas a limitation for the introduction of centralised heat
distribution systems ?
exists district heating in a larger amount and can it be further
developed ?

Please indicate also references about former or on-going market
potential studies in your country.
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